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ABSTRACT

Eccentric cycling training has been prescribed in continuous and low intensities protocols, based on concentric cycling parameters. While the lower metabolic demand of eccentric than concentric cycling is advantageous for clinical or ‘at-risk’ populations, it is a disadvantage for cardiovascular and pulmonary adaptations. High-intensity interval protocols may increase both, strength and endurance. Thus, this research project compared i) an incremental concentric and eccentric cycling test until exhaustion for the relationship between power output and physiological parameters <Study 1>; ii) interval and continuous eccentric cycling protocols for oxygen consumption, perceived exertion and enjoyment <Study 2>; and iii) aerobic performance, muscle morphology and function after 8-week interval eccentric versus concentric cycling training <Study 3>. Study 1: Nine men and two women (20-48 y) performed an incremental concentric and eccentric cycling test. Peak power output (PPO) was 53% greater (P<0.001) for eccentric (449 ± 115 W) than concentric cycling (294 ± 61 W), and peak oxygen consumption was 43% lower (P<0.001) for eccentric (30.6 ± 5.6 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹) than concentric (43.9 ± 6.9 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹), but maximal heart rate was similar between eccentric (175 ± 20 bpm) and concentric cycling (182 ± 13 bpm). For training prescription, concentric PPO could be an alternative reference parameters to heart rate, but optimally eccentric PPO should be used. Study 2: The same subjects as those of Study 1 performed continuous cycling at 60% of PPO for 20 min at 60 rpm, and 13.2 min at 90 rpm (CONT13@60%), 4 x 4 min intervals at 75% of PPO with 2 min rest, 12 x 1 min at 100% of PPO with 1 min rest and 10 x 1 min at 150% of PPO with 1 min rest (INT1x10@150%). Total VO₂ was the largest (p<0.0001) during INT1x10@150% (382 ± 73 ml·kg⁻¹) and smallest (p<0.0001) during CONT13@60% (146 ± 27 ml·kg⁻¹). The interval protocols resulted in greater VO₂ (P<0.0001) than continuous protocols, and thus interval eccentric cycling could increase mechanical and metabolic load more than continuous eccentric cycling. Study 3: Eighteen men (19-56 y) performed either eccentric (EC, n=9) or concentric cycling (CC, n=8) twice a week for 8 weeks on an isokinetic cycling ergometer. Intensity was matched for perceived effort, started at 30% and 45%, and increased to 36% and 70% of concentric sprint PPO (10s) for CC and EC, respectively, and progressively increased from 5 x 2 min with a 1-min rest to 7 x 2 min with 30-s rest. The magnitude of increases in quadriceps cross-sectional area, concentric sprint PPO, countermovement and squat jump was greater (P<0.05) for EC than CC, while there were no significant differences for VO₂peak, incremental concentric PPO, 6-min walking distance and maximal isometric knee extension strength. It appears that interval eccentric cycling can increase strength and endurance.
simultaneously. The three studies have highlighted parameters and procedures for eccentric cycling training prescription, and metabolic advantages of high-intensity interval protocols. Interval eccentric cycling training with a progressive periodisation of intensity and volume increased strength, power, and oxygen consumption, which should be considered in future application of eccentric cycling.
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Figure 30: Comparison between eccentric (EC) and concentric (CC) cycling training groups for changes in quadriceps cross sectional area (CSA) (panel A, B), fascicle length of the vastus lateralis (FL) (panel C, D) and pennation angle of the vastus lateralis (PA) (panel E, F). For each figure, individual data are plotted for changes in the variable from before (pre) to after training (post) on the left side (A, C, E), and percentage changes from pre- to post-training, and the average (long line) and ± 1SD (short lines) on the right side (B, D, F). Effect size (g) for the difference between EC and CC groups is also shown.

Figure 31: Comparison between eccentric (EC) and concentric (CC) cycling training groups for changes in peak oxygen consumption (VO2peak) (panel A, B), peak power output achieved in an incremental concentric cycling test (PPO_{inc}) (panel C, D) and distance covered in a 6 minute walking test (6MW) (panel E, F). For each figure, individual data are plotted for changes in the variable from before (pre) to after training (post) on the left side (A, C, E), and percentage changes from pre- to post-training, and the average (long line) and ± 1SD (short lines) on the right side (B, D, F). Effect size (g) for the difference between EC and CC groups is also shown.

Figure 32: Comparison between eccentric (EC) and concentric (CC) cycling training groups for peak power output achieved during a 10 s sprint (PPO_{10s}) (panel A, B), maximal voluntary isometric strength of the knee extensors (MVC) (panel C, D), countermovement jump height (panel E, F) and squat jump height (G, H). For each figure, individual data are plotted for changes in the variable from before (pre) to after training (post) on the left side (A, C, E, G), and percentage changes from pre- to post-training, and the average (long line) and ± 1SD (short lines) on the right side (B, D, F, H). Effect size (g) for the difference between EC and CC groups is also shown.
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<tr>
<td>6MW</td>
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</tr>
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<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>Analysis of variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>Area under the curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bf</td>
<td>Breathing frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Interval concentric cycling training group in study 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMJ</td>
<td>Countermovement jump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>Concentric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON-T</td>
<td>Incremental concentric cycling test in study 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA</td>
<td>Cross-sectional area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>Interval eccentric cycling training group in study 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC</td>
<td>Eccentric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC-T</td>
<td>Incremental eccentric cycling test in study 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Fascicle length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>Hedges’ g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIT</td>
<td>High-intensity interval training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Heart rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISOM</td>
<td>Isometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVC</td>
<td>Maximal voluntary isometric contraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Pennation angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPO</td>
<td>Peak power output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPO_{10s}</td>
<td>Peak power output during a 10 s sprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPO_{inc}</td>
<td>Incremental peak power output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPE</td>
<td>Rating of perceived exertion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ</td>
<td>Squat jump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO_{2}</td>
<td>Oxygen consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO_{2peak}</td>
<td>Maximal oxygen consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{E}</td>
<td>Minute ventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{t}</td>
<td>Tidal volume</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background

Three types of contractions are performed by muscles to generate force: isometric (static), concentric (shortening) and eccentric (lengthening). During isometric contractions, muscles produce a force that is equal to an external load thus muscle length remains constant or shortens slightly (1–3). During concentric contractions muscle force exceeds the external load, resulting in muscle shortening (4,5). Conversely, during eccentric muscle actions, the external load is greater than generated muscle force. Thus muscles are lengthened while contracting (4–6). There are two main characteristics that are different between eccentric and concentric contractions. First, as previously shown by the force-velocity relationship (4,5), the force production during eccentric muscle actions can exceed the force produced during isometric and concentric contractions (4). Therefore, the maximal force attainable during eccentric muscle actions is greater than during concentric contractions (6,7), which makes it easier to lower heavier weights during everyday movements. Such movements include simple lowering of shopping bags in comparison to lifting shopping bags or walking down the stairs in comparison to walking up the stairs. Second, eccentric muscle actions require less energy to produce the same amount of work. Abbott et al. (8) investigated this characteristic by using two bicycles connected back to back with a single chain. One individual performed concentric cycling while the other tried to resist the generated backward movement of the pedals thus producing eccentric cycling. Oxygen consumption (VO$_2$) was 2.4 times lower at 25 rpm during eccentric cycling and increased to 5.2 times lower at 52 rpm than during concentric cycling.

Typical movements that involve eccentric muscle actions include, downhill walking or running, going downstairs, fast changes of direction (9), fall prevention (10) and lowering weights (11). While concentric contractions contribute to propulsion of human movements (12), any movements that require a deceleration of the human body consist of eccentric muscle actions. Although the previously mentioned movements require mainly lower levels of eccentric force production, most studies that investigated eccentric training have utilised intensities above the one repetition maximum of the performed exercise. Such training has been previously termed as “overload” or “accentuated” eccentric training, and was exclusively included in most previous literature reviews on the topic of eccentric training (13–18). The popularity of eccentric overload training is related to the first characteristic of eccentric muscle actions, which is their potential of producing greater forces than concentric contractions (4,6). Other forms of eccentric exercise like downhill walking (13,19), Yo-Yo device based or “isoinertial” eccentric training (20,21), and eccentric cycling (12,22–27) have been shown to be also effective for improving muscle morphology and function. Unfortunately, these
alternative forms are less popular, and only slowly gaining attention (28–33) or specific focus (20,21,34) in literature.

Due to the historical bias towards overload eccentric exercise, there is no clear structure and nomenclature to categorise eccentric exercise. Descriptions of basic training variables such as intensity, volume, or movement velocity vary between studies. There might be other variables that are specific to eccentric muscle actions that have to be considered when prescribing eccentric training. Furthermore, unlike concentric exercise (35), there is also no distinction between the effects of various forms of eccentric exercise and their plethora of variations. As some of the endurance type of eccentric exercise such as downhill walking, eccentric cycling and stepping require less than 30% of the maximal voluntary isometric force of the main muscle group (36), it is necessary to at least compare the effects of the various intensities possible during eccentric training. Such a categorisation will give a better understanding of the differences between various forms of eccentric exercise, as well as promote alternative eccentric training methods, such as downhill or downstairs walking, eccentric cycling or stepping.

Although eccentric exercise could induce greater adaptations in muscle size and strength, it has been previously shown that any form of eccentric exercise can lead to symptoms of muscle damage (36,37). If eccentric exercise consists of very high intensity and large number of eccentric muscle actions, it could lead to myofibrillar disruptions (38,39). However, muscle damage occurs when the muscles are unaccustomed to eccentric exercise, and the magnitude of muscle damage is largely decreased or completely avoided after the repeated bout. It is common that training volume and load are progressively increased, which reduces muscle soreness and muscle damage induced by eccentric exercise (23,24,40,41). Specifically, it has been shown that one single bout of low-intensity eccentric exercise that does not induce any symptoms of muscle damage is effective for reducing the magnitude of muscle damage after higher-intensity eccentric exercise (19,42,43). These precautions always have to be considered when designing eccentric training.

Eccentric cycling and stepping are eccentric exercises in which a large number of repetitive eccentric muscle actions are performed mainly by the knee extensors, and can be further supported by eccentric muscle actions of the ankle and hip extensors (45). Several studies confirmed the results of Abbott et al. (8) with oxygen consumption being 40-80% lower during eccentric cycling (Figure 1) when compared with concentric cycling at the same power output (24,36). In a similar manner, research has also shown that power output at the same oxygen consumption is 3 to 5 times greater during eccentric cycling and arm cranking than
during their concentric equivalents (46–48). As a result of these unique characteristics, eccentric cycling training may result in different neuromuscular and cardiovascular adaptations when compared to concentric cycle training.

Figure 1: Model of an eccentric cycling ergometer. The chain is driven by an electric motor (motor), pedals are accelerated by the motor (green arrow), and the individual has to resist in the opposite direction against the motor. In contrast to common belief, eccentric cycling does not equal cycling backwards and can be performed in both directions.

Following eccentric cycling and stepping training greater adaptations in muscle strength, cross-sectional area (CSA) of muscle fibres, and lean leg mass has been reported when compared with concentric cycling and strength training in healthy populations (22–24,27,49–51). It has also been shown to increase muscle strength (52–60), muscle fibre CSA (61), and muscle thickness and lean leg mass (61–65) in clinical populations. These adaptations seem to lead to improvements in physical performance such as an increase in hopping frequency and jump height in high school basketball players, as well as alpine skiers (10,50), and peak power production in healthy men (25,26). Parameters related to daily living activities for elderly and clinical populations are also improved as indicated by faster completion of stair ascents and descents (22,57,63,66), timed up-and-go test (22,57,60,62,66,67), 6-minute walk test (57,62–66) and increased balance ability (22,57,67) after eccentric cycling or stepping training. This plethora of positive adaptations across several populations consist mainly of parameters related
to muscle strength, morphology and function. Such adaptations are more often observed after strength training interventions consisting of concentric contractions, greater loads and lower total volume of contractions (35). The cyclic nature of eccentric cycling in combination with the low relative intensity is a unique combination that is in strong contrast to the typical concentric focused strength training methods leading to similar adaptations. Furthermore, a comparison to other eccentric training methods like overload training with isokinetic dynamometers or isoinertial eccentric training with Yo-Yo devices has not been performed in the best of this author’s knowledge. Such a comparison is necessary to understand the adaptations after various forms of eccentric training better. However, little is known regarding cardiovascular and metabolic adaptations induced by eccentric cycling training.

Contrary to the significant effects of eccentric cycling on muscle strength, size and function, the influence of such exercise on cardiovascular and metabolic adaptations is less clear. Indeed, maximal oxygen consumption in healthy populations has been shown to remain unchanged (51), be slightly reduced (23,68) or in one case increased (70) after 5-8 weeks of eccentric cycling training. However, within clinical populations, continuous eccentric cycling training appears to be beneficial to cardiovascular health and has been shown to increase maximal oxygen consumption by 14-21% (55,71). Furthermore, eccentric cycling training has also shown to result in reduced symptoms of dyspnoea (52) and stabilised oxygen consumption and heart rate (72) during the 6-minute walking distance. These discrepancies between healthy and clinical populations are likely related to the significantly reduced cardiovascular and metabolic capacities in clinical populations before exercise intervention. Several other metabolic factors have been reported to be influenced by eccentric exercise. For example, insulin sensitivity, glucose tolerance, and glycogen have been shown to be decreased after one bout of exercise (73–75). However, it should be noted that after eccentric training, including downstairs walking (40), downhill running (76,77), eccentric quadriceps contractions (41) or isokinetic eccentric muscle actions (78,79), blood lipid profile, insulin sensitivity and glucose tolerance are improved. Furthermore, eccentric cycling has been shown to have no negative impact on glucose tolerance but can increase fat utilisation (80). Patients were also able to perform eccentric cycling training without decreases in insulin sensitivity (54,64). Thus, while in clinical populations eccentric cycling improves cardiovascular and metabolic parameters, in healthy populations adaptations are equivocal. Further research investigating the effects of eccentric cycling training on cardiovascular and metabolic function is warranted.

It has been well demonstrated that concentric high-intensity interval training results in similar or greater physiological adaptations when compared with traditional low to moderate
intensity exercise. Indeed, high-intensity interval training has been shown to improve maximal oxygen consumption (81–87), aerobic enzyme activity (88–91), regulators of mitochondrial biogenesis (86,90–93), the content of glucose transporters (94) and insulin sensitivity (95–97). Despite the high intensity, such exercise has even been adapted for patients with cardiovascular disease (87) or heart failure (98). The factors influencing the effectiveness of an interval training program have recently been reviewed and believed to be dependent mainly on the work to rest ratio, the duration of the work and rest phases and the intensity of the chosen activity (99). Maximising time spent at maximal oxygen consumption is suggested to be the main stimulus increasing oxygen delivery and extraction (100–102). In addition to the often prescribed repeated 30 s Wingate bicycle sprints (90), more tolerable training protocols that do not require “all-out” efforts have also been shown to be effective (103). Popular interval protocols include 10 x 1 min (85,91,104,105) and 4 x 4 min (106–114).

The combination of the increased cardiovascular and metabolic load through interval training and the increased workload during eccentric cycling may, if designed appropriately, be a potent stimulus for simultaneous adaptations in endurance and strength. The low metabolic cost of eccentric cycling is the second major characteristic of eccentric exercise, and an interval design to increase intensity would mainly be taking advantage of the reverse of this second characteristic. Regular continuous eccentric cycling is mainly performed at intensities that are still low relative to a hypothetical eccentric maximum, mainly to take advantage of the low metabolic cost. Of course, in comparison to the intensity at the same metabolic cost of concentric exercise, the intensity of continuous eccentric cycling can be considered high. But performing eccentric cycling in intervals at even greater intensities has potential to increase the already existing stimulation of the neuromuscular system, as well as adding a significant peripheral and central cardiovascular load to maintain high muscle forces. As intensities during interval eccentric cycling will still be far below intensities during overload training methods, it has the potential to be an effective and feasible training method to further stimulate other aspects such as the central nervous system or the different levels of connective tissue in the muscle-tendon unit. It is possible that high-intensity interval eccentric cycling has potential to be an “all in one” exercise.

1.2 Project rationale and purpose

There is limited research examining various intensities during eccentric cycling. Especially the acute and chronic influences of various eccentric cycling protocols on the cardiovascular and neuromuscular systems, as well as on outcome measures of performance are
unknown. It is plausible that eccentric cycling at greater intensities may be effective in simultaneously improving strength and endurance related parameters. Interval training increases cardiovascular and metabolic load during concentric exercise and may provide a model for such increases during eccentric cycling. Even though continuous eccentric cycling has been shown to be effective at improving muscle morphology and function, most training studies have based their training design on parameters from concentric cycling. Thus, this research project focused on high-intensity interval eccentric training, and consisted of three studies. The aim of the first study was to better understand the characteristics of eccentric cycling by comparing the physiological differences between an eccentric and concentric incremental cycling test until task failure. The aim of the second study was to develop a feasible interval eccentric cycling protocol that elicits a high metabolic load. The third study then compared high-intensity interval eccentric and concentric cycling training for changes in parameters of aerobic performance, muscle morphology and function.

1.3 Research questions and hypotheses

Study 1

What is the peak power output, peak oxygen consumption, maximal heart rate, minute ventilation, breathing frequency, during incremental eccentric cycling test till task failure compared to an incremental concentric cycling test till task failure?

- Peak oxygen consumption, maximal heart rate, minute ventilation, breathing frequency will be greater during the incremental concentric cycling test to task failure.
- Peak power output will be greater during the incremental eccentric cycling test until task failure.

Study 2

How different are the total oxygen consumption, the rate of perceived exertion, and enjoyment between interval eccentric cycling and continuous eccentric cycling?

- Interval eccentric cycling will elicit greater total oxygen consumption, the rate of perceived exertion and enjoyment than continuous eccentric cycling.

Study 3

What are the different training effects on peak oxygen consumption, incremental concentric peak power output, 6-minute walk distance, quadriceps cross-sectional area, fascicle length, fascicle pennation angle, maximal voluntary isometric quadriceps strength, concentric sprint peak power output, and jump heights after 8 weeks of high-intensity interval eccentric cycling versus interval concentric cycling?
• Interval eccentric cycling will lead to the greatest adaptations in quadriceps cross-sectional area, fascicle length, fascicle pennation angle, maximal voluntary isometric quadriceps strength, concentric sprint peak power output, and jump heights.

• Interval eccentric and concentric cycling will lead to similar adaptations in incremental concentric peak power output and 6-minute walking distance.

• Interval concentric cycling will lead to the greatest adaptations in peak oxygen consumption.
CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 1

Not all eccentric exercises are the same: characteristics and differences
2.1 Introduction

As mentioned previously in the introduction, research on eccentric exercise and training has largely been focused on eccentric exercise performed at high intensities and percentages of various repetition maxima (16–18,115–117). Although there was some previous indication of the potential of alternative forms of eccentric exercise (10,33), only recently has the discussion on eccentric exercise widened in perspective (29–31,34), with specific focus and attention for rehabilitation and clinical populations (28,118–121). These recent reviews highlight the increasing popularity of other forms of eccentric exercise, yet our understanding of the effects and application of such exercise in the areas of health, fitness and sports is somewhat limited.

Indeed, research on eccentric training has largely focused on performance effects within specific populations, and in comparisons to other methods of strength and muscle training (16,17,117). To date, limited research has directly compared various modes of eccentric training (31), or focused on a single mode of eccentric training (Hoppeler, 2016; Maroto-Izquierdo et al., 2017; Tesch, Fernandez-Gonzalo, & Lundberg, 2017). As a result, the physiological and performance effects of various forms of eccentric exercise across a range of populations is not well understood. Additionally, previous research on eccentric exercise has used varying terminology to describe the exercise task depending on whether the variable of most interest is related to internal or external load. This is important since internal and external load can differ drastically during eccentric exercise and their relationship to each other differ to that observed in concentric exercise (8,36,47,48). For instance, one form of eccentric exercise, eccentric cycling, has been described as “high-force eccentric muscle actions” (28) based on the high power output that can be achieved during eccentric compared with concentric cycling (47). Conversely, the same exercise has been referred to as “submaximal” (122) based on the low metabolic load observed during eccentric (8,36). For most scientists and practitioners unfamiliar with the depth of the research in this area, high-force and submaximal appear contradictory. Such descriptions are not only confusing but also lack specific information important in the categorisation of intensity. As such, it is necessary that basic categories for eccentric exercises are established. Outlining the various characteristics of eccentric exercise, similar to that established for concentric exercise, will improve our understanding of the differences and unique adaptations associated with such exercise.

When compared with eccentric exercise, the characteristics of concentric dominant exercise are typically reported more routinely within the literature, and with a clearer and more systematic distinction between various forms of concentric exercises. Even for more endurance
based and cyclic type of physical activities, there are classifications of exercise into submaximal (below maximal oxygen consumption), maximal (close to maximal oxygen consumption) and supra-maximal (above maximal oxygen consumption). This categorisation is largely based upon the metabolic response to exercise and has resulted in the distinction between low-intensity steady state training (LISS), high-intensity interval training (HIT) and sprint interval training (SIT) (86,99,101,103,123). It is also well accepted that strength, hypertrophy and endurance adaptations from various modes of concentric exercise can be specifically targeted as a result of manipulating various training principles including specificity, loading/intensity, recovery and periodisation (35,124). Indeed, as a result of manipulating such training principles, even exercises with relatively similar movement patterns can result in vastly different adaptations (125). For instance, dominant concentric exercises such as the squat, a machine-based leg extension, a box jump and, a one-legged squat, can lead to vastly different adaptations.

Although there is no clear consensus on the various training principles that are important in eccentric exercise, some studies have examined acute effects of different exercise modalities. Several reviews have attempted to categorise various modes of eccentric exercise based upon the exercising muscle group, exercise intensity or physiological response. For instance, Isner-Horobreti et al. (30) compared the training effects of single joint and multi-joint eccentric exercises. Another research group (34,126) has categorised eccentric exercise as either ‘low intensity-high volume’ eccentric exercise or ‘high intensity-low volume’. High intensity-low volume eccentric exercise utilises a greater external resistance than can be lifted concentrically, while low intensity-high volume eccentric exercise typically consists of a large number of eccentric muscle actions performed at moderate to low intensities. The distinction between high and low intensity appear appropriate as it encompasses the wide spectrum of eccentric exercise typically used. However it limits the classification of eccentric exercise intensity to the two polar ends of the spectrum ignoring other possibilities. Indeed, under such classification eccentric exercise performed at 65 to 85% of concentric one repetition maximum (1RM) could be classified as low-intensity. Clearly, to better understand the effects of eccentric exercise, it is important to clarify and classify the various possible characteristics associated with this mode of exercise.

As a result, the primary aim of this review was to highlight the fundamental differences between various forms of eccentric exercise. The review will outline the differences in various eccentric dominant exercises and categorise them based on several differing characteristics.
Second, it will clarify how the categorisation can showcase major research gaps. Lastly, it will explain how the suggested categorisation is challenging current consensus and directions for future research.

2.2 Differences in various eccentric dominant exercises – categories for eccentric exercise

Unlike for concentric exercise, our understanding of the effects various modes of eccentric exercise have on systemic and localised adaptations is not well understood. While there are several important variables typically used to describe and classify concentric exercise (i.e. intensity, duration, volume, velocity), there are also several other important factors in the classification of eccentric exercise typically not described. Therefore, the following variables will be discussed in relation to the classification of eccentric exercise: Intensity of contractions, general motion control, the velocity of contractions, muscle length and range of motion, amount of involved muscles and joints, type of feedback, and general continuity (examples can be found in Appendix A).

2.2.1 Intensity of contractions

The intensity of eccentric exercise can be described based upon the external resistance or load experienced during each contraction or repetition. Given that the history of eccentric exercise is predominantly based in research from resistance training (16,17,117), it seems appropriate to classify eccentric exercise based upon concentric 1RM. However, to date, the majority of literature in eccentric exercise (30,34) has provided limited categories for classification exercise intensity (i.e. high or low). Conversely, we propose four levels for the classification of exercise intensity including very high, high, moderate and low. As eccentric exercise is often performed at an intensity that exceeds the 1RM the first level is termed very high (>100% 1RM). Based on previous research that has shown that maximal eccentric strength can be up to 30% greater than maximal concentric strength (4,5), and that low-intensity eccentric cycling requires up to 30% of maximal voluntary isometric contraction strength of the knee flexors (36), another three levels of intensity were defined: low (0-33% 1RM), moderate (34-66% 1RM) and high (67-99% 1RM). These classifications of exercise intensity may be relatively simple to control within many forms of eccentric exercise including eccentric isokinetic knee extensions, or uninterrupted forms like eccentric cycling or downhill walking. When eccentric exercise involves impact forces typically associated with the deceleration of body mass the quantification of the external load becomes more difficult to control. Such activities may include eccentric squats, drop jumps, depth jumps or downhill walking/running.
As a result, when classifying eccentric exercise intensity, it is important to document whether or not bodyweight and impact forces are involved.

### 2.2.2 General movement control

The general movement during eccentric exercise can be controlled externally or internally. Previous research has distinguished between isokinetic, isotonic and isoinertial (18,20) exercise, but the distinction can be simplified into two categories. Internally controlled eccentric exercises are like eccentric squats, drop jumps or any other gravity-based exercise where the individual is controlling the velocity of the movement. Additional load and impact have to be accounted for, as it increases the difficulty of control like for the slow downwards movement during eccentric squats. Externally controlled eccentric exercises are like isokinetic knee extensions or eccentric cycling where dynamometers, ergometers or other external devices are moving the limbs at a pre-set velocity. Independent of how much force an individual will produce against the device, the velocity is always controlled externally.

### 2.2.3 Velocity of contractions

The velocity of eccentric exercise should be measured and reported as the angular velocity or cadence (rpm or steps per minute). During externally controlled eccentric exercise the angular velocity is usually controlled by the dynamometer and the cadence by the ergometer. However, even for internally controlled exercises like eccentric squats and drop jumps, the movement velocity can be performed in a standardised matter and should then be reported as a cadence. Such standardisation can be achieved by limiting the movement velocity through a metronome rhythm, measuring the range of motion of the major joints involved and then calculating the angular velocities. Internally controlled eccentric exercises have often been performed with an extended time under tension of 3 to 5 s. For example, if an eccentric squat covers 100 degrees range of motion for the knee joint of a 3 s time under tension, it would be equal to an angular velocity of 33.3 degrees per second. Such an angular velocity is similar to studies comparing slow isokinetic eccentric exercise at 30 degrees per second with fast isokinetic eccentric exercise at 180 degrees per second (127,128). Eccentric cycling is often performed at 60 rpm and thus 180 degrees per second at the knee joint (31). For eccentric cycling, the available ergometers allow a cadence from 5 to 110 rpm as a cycling cadence and operate in a constant cadence or isokinetic mode (129). The Cyclus2 eccentric trainer is the only device that can operate at constant Watts, where the amount of applied torque dictates the cadence of the ergometer to match a set power output. But to our knowledge, there is no single study that has utilised this constant power mode. Several movements during sports that include
a stretch-shortening cycle and thus an eccentric phase are performed at a greater velocity than 180 degrees per second. Indeed, the angular velocity of the knee during a countermovement jump reaches an average of 860 degrees per second (130) and the pivot step of a change of direction movement during running is performed with an average of 377 degrees per second at the knee joint (131). Therefore, the velocity of eccentric exercise is categorised into three levels: low (0 – 90 deg/s), moderate (91-180 deg/s) and high (>180 deg/s).

2.2.4 Muscle length and range of motion

The muscle length during eccentric muscle actions depends on the utilised range of motion. It can be reported relative to the range of motion of the major joint is covered during the exercise (where 0% equals full flexion): long (67-100%), medium (34-66%) and short (less than 33%). Although the range of motion is usually reported as the degrees covered by the main joint, it is additionally recommended to access a maximal range of motion and report the relative muscle length used during eccentric exercise. When eccentric exercise is performed across the suggested categories of muscle length, the precise percentage should be noted (e.g. 10-50% of muscle length). Muscle length for most forms of eccentric exercise can be adjusted across wider ranges. For example, drop jumps are usually followed up directly by a vertical jump (132). The vertical jump after the eccentric phase of a drop jump is performed explosively, which requires only a small range of motion and short muscle length of the lower limb muscles. But if modified with a sole focus on the eccentric landing phase of the drop jump it could be performed at longer muscles lengths. Little is known about the acute and chronic effects of eccentric exercise performed at different muscle lengths. It has been shown that eccentric exercise performed at long muscle lengths results in greater increases in muscle damage and soreness (133–135). Isokinetic eccentric training performed at very high intensities has pointed towards potentially greater increases in fascicle length after training at long muscle length (136).

2.2.5 Amount of involved muscles and joints

The exact amounts of involved muscle mass in any particular eccentric exercise is not feasible to measure but can be estimated based on how many joints are involved in the chosen exercise. Based on the number of involved joints it can be categorised into whole-body, multi-joint and isolated eccentric exercise. Whole-body eccentric exercise is where one or more joints for the upper and lower body are used, like during downhill running or downstairs walking. Multi-joint relates to more than one joint for either upper or lower body, like squats or eccentric cycling. Moreover, isolated exercises include all forms with one joint, like isokinetic knee extensions. Unfortunately, to the author’s knowledge there are not studies comparing effects
between eccentric exercise with various amount of involved muscles, e.g. squats, drop jumps and eccentric cycling.

2.2.6 Type of feedback

Although some studies report that feedback was provided during exercise, like the visualisation of force curves during isokinetic knee extension, not all studies choose to report whether feedback was used or not. If no feedback is provided during eccentric exercise, it should be clarified why this approach was chosen. If feedback is utilised, the type of feedback should be reported as detailed as possible. The form of feedback may vary from simple numbers, lines, graphs to sophisticated software design with several parameters reported at once. When providing details about the velocity of the chosen eccentric exercise, the refresh rate of the feedback may differ from the chosen velocity. Thus, the refresh rate of the chosen feedback should be reported as well, especially as eccentric exercise can initially be overwhelming due to its unique character of slowing down against external resistance. For example, during isokinetic knee extensions and eccentric cycling force, torque or power output can be provided instantly or after some delay. Similarly, for drop jumps, the achieved jump height or contact time can be provided, while jump height could be unrelated to how the eccentric landing was performed. Furthermore, force, power output or rate of deceleration could provide further feedback during eccentric exercises like squats or drop jumps. The effects of different type of feedback on eccentric exercise performance and its effects on adaptations are unknown.

2.2.7 General continuity

The general continuity is a characteristic that could be unique to eccentric exercise. It distinguishes between uninterrupted and interrupted eccentric exercise. Interrupted eccentric exercise involves eccentric muscle actions of the agonist's muscle interspersed with either rest or other muscle contraction mode for the same muscle in between. For example, during repeated drop jumps or squats, each eccentric or downward phase of the jump is separated by the concentric phase. When categorising eccentric exercise as interrupted, any other muscle contraction modes (i.e. passive, isometric or concentric contractions) performed before or following the eccentric muscle actions should also be described. Further details about the interruption should be considered, including whether the muscle contraction mode in-between utilises the same or other muscles as during the eccentric muscle action, the time between the contraction modes, as well as the order of contraction modes. Uninterrupted eccentric exercise involves eccentric exercise which is performed without other muscle contraction modes
between contractions. For instance, downhill running or walking (137–140), downstairs walking (141), eccentric stepping, and eccentric cycling (8,23,24,26), are forms of eccentric exercise that are largely performed uninterrupted. For both, interrupted and uninterrupted eccentric exercise, the general programming should be reported as either continuous or interval training with the relevant work to rest ratio. Due to no rests in between eccentric muscle actions during these activities, it is possible that the ability to execute such eccentric exercise for longer periods is limited by specific eccentric coordination or skill. Eccentric cycling, for example, is often performed at a target power output, and the amount of variation of produced power output during exercise to the target was called eccentric coordination. It has been shown that it is the parameter that shows the greatest increases after eccentric cycling training (50,67,142). Therefore, it is possible that there is a large variability in general eccentric skill for interrupted and specifically for uninterrupted eccentric exercise. Unfortunately, the influence of such detailed factors about continuity of eccentric exercise on acute and chronic effects of eccentric exercise is unknown.

2.3 Future directions, and challenging current consensus

The presented characteristics are merely suggestive, and a first framework to provoke more theoretical and practical differentiation between various forms of eccentric exercise in future research and application. Hopefully, future studies will consider the outlined differences and investigate the potential influence of the different variations in characteristics between different forms of eccentric exercise. The suggested characteristics and categories are expected to be edited, deleted, extended and modified to any degree that the extended knowledge at any time in the future allows.

Although previous research has attempted to compare the effects of some of the characteristics specifically within eccentric training only (18,127,136,143), most comparisons are focused on the general differences between eccentric and concentric training (16,17,117). Therefore, as many of the acute and chronic differences between concentric and eccentric exercise are well known, future research should rather focus on the comparison of various forms of eccentric exercise. It has to be clarified that comparing various forms of eccentric exercise could be complicated and has to be designed with great care to detail.

One such comparison that is complicated to execute is between externally and internally controlled exercises. External control eliminates the kinesthetic feedback, such as changes in velocity, which exist during all basic movements and sports. Internally controlled exercises include that kinaesthetic feedback. Control, coordination and movement mechanisms may be
different for both types of training. Unsurprisingly, comparisons of mainly externally (isokinetic) and internally (isotonic) eccentric training have shown that they do lead to different adaptations (18,143). Another complicated comparison is between interrupted and uninterrupted eccentric exercise. Interrupted exercise requires a periodic composition of sets, repetitions and work to rest ratio, while uninterrupted exercises have so far been mainly performed with continuous protocols prescribed at target power output (26,67), % of predicted maximal heart rate (23,144), or rating of perceived exertion (22,27,145). Indeed, many of the unique characteristics of uninterrupted forms of eccentric exercise, as well as the overwhelming evidence for its effectiveness at improving many different outcome measures after training, were the initial reasons for the suggested categorisation.

As previously outlined in the introduction, uninterrupted forms of eccentric exercise, such as downhill walking or running, downstairs walking, eccentric stepping, cycling or arm cranking, have been shown to increase muscle strength, morphology and function (23,26,49–51,140,141,145). Besides being mostly performed in an uninterrupted fashion, several other unique characteristics of these forms of eccentric exercise could be responsible for the outlined increases in outcome measure that are similar in magnitude to previously utilised isokinetic, isotonic and isoinertial eccentric training at high to very high intensities (14,16–18,20). One possibility is the true isokinetic velocity when downhill running or walking is performed on a tread, and eccentric stepping, cycling and arm cranking with a constant cadence. In comparison to isokinetic eccentric training performed on dynamometers, where there is an acceleration and deceleration phase, most uninterrupted eccentric exercise performed with external control, has completely constant movement, and thus contraction velocity. However, the most prominent characteristic of this selective group of eccentric exercise forms is the large volume and very low intensity.

Previous research has established the consensus that eccentric training needs to be performed at greater intensities and workloads than concentric training to be more effective (14,16,17,117,146). Similarly, there is still a widespread believe that these greater forces have to be accompanied by great increase in muscle damage and soreness, although it has been repetitively shown how through progressive increases in volume and load, and the repeated bout effect, it can be completely avoided (147–149). Low-intensity eccentric exercise like eccentric cycling, which requires about 30% of the maximal isometric strength (36), has proven that neither of these consensuses are true. Various studies have shown that great increases in muscle strength, morphology and function can be achieved at low intensities of eccentric
exercise, and without major reports of muscle damage or soreness (19,27,49,140,150). Thus, it is possible that in relation to outcome measures, the details of how eccentric training is prescribed are of great importance. It is possible that a certain threshold level of loading exists, that can be either surpassed by increases in intensity or volume. Indeed, in a recent review on concentric strength training it has been concluded that low intensity strength training is as effective at increasing muscle strength as high intensity strength training (151).

2.4 Conclusions

The suggested categorisation clarifies that there are many differences between various modes of eccentric exercise. A first categorisation was suggested here based on 7 characteristics of eccentric exercise: the intensity or load of each repetition, the general movement control, the velocity of each repetition, the muscle length and range of motion, the type of feedback during exercise, the amount of involved muscles and joints, and the general continuity. Initial thoughts about the potential influence of these characteristics on relevant outcome measures have been derived from this categorisation. It has been clarified how these characteristics could result in different acute characteristics and chronic effects of various form of eccentric exercise. It has been shown how established statements about eccentric exercise can be challenged when several of the suggested characteristics are analysed in more detail. There are many questions unanswered about eccentric exercise that have to be addressed in the future. Future research should focus more on establishing knowledge around the influence of these characteristics for eccentric exercises first, before venturing into comparing with other muscle contraction modes. Furthermore, vastly variable parameters during eccentric training like intensity, volume, and contraction velocity should be reviewed based on previous research to provide a summary on the current state of knowledge. A better understanding of adaptations due to different characteristics of eccentric exercise will provide detailed knowledge of how and when to apply what form of eccentric exercise. To achieve the best possible outcomes, future research should focus on providing practitioners with as much detail about the characteristics and effects of various forms as possible.
CHAPTER THREE

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 2

The differences in training adaptations between various intensities of eccentric exercise
3.1 Introduction

Previous reviews on eccentric exercise have covered a vast depth of topics: general physiological characteristics, acute and chronic responses (30,32,152), morphological, cellular and molecular responses (16,117,153,154), the validity and significance of eccentric exercise in aging and diseased skeletal muscle (120), as well as for rehabilitation (28,118). Additionally, other reviews have focused on the potential molecular mechanisms (126,155–157), neural characteristics of eccentric muscle actions (115,116), as well as mechanisms of the repeated bout effect (147,148). Only one previous review has highlighted potential differences in exercise intensity during eccentric exercise (34). In chapter two a categorisation for 7 characteristics of eccentric exercise has been suggested. It was clearly outlined how despite the large variation in possible exercise intensity (30-130% of concentric 1RM), it appears that increases outcome measures of muscle strength, morphology and function are independent of the chosen training intensity. Despite a large interest in eccentric exercise, no previous study has systematically investigated the effect of training intensity on selected outcome measures of muscle strength, morphology, and on performance parameters.

Thus, this review aimed to analyse whether training intensity has a significant effect on adaptations of muscle strength, muscle morphology, and related performance parameters. Special focus was attributed to studies utilising eccentric cycling and how they can be classified in comparison with other forms of eccentric training regarding adaptations.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Literature search

The computerised search of the literature was performed in the electronic databases PubMed, Google Scholar and Web of Science. Original research, reviews, conference abstracts, poster presentations and proceedings, letters to editors and comments related to eccentric training were included in the findings. The literature search was performed until the 30th of September, 2017 and had no restricted time frame for studies published in the past. English was the language of the search and the search strategy focused on general keywords that are related to eccentric training. The first search included the terms “eccentric training”, “eccentric strength training” and “eccentric exercise”. The more specific second search included the terms “lengthening contractions”, “eccentric muscle actions” and “negative muscle work”. Finally, the third search consisted of the terms “overload training”, “isoinertial training”, “flywheel training”, “eccentric cycling”, “eccentric stepping”, “downhill running”, “downhill walking”, “downstairs walking”, “descending stair walking”, and “drop jump training”. Additionally, the
reference list of all studies was inspected to find further studies that were not identified in the first three searches. If the full-text of a study was not accessible, it was attempted to receive the necessary information from the abstract. In case that the abstract did not provide enough information, the study was excluded from the review.

3.2.2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria

The articles had to meet the following criteria to be included:

1. The study investigated the effects of eccentric training on parameters related to muscle strength, morphology, or to performance
2. Participants of either gender had to be healthy
3. A training protocol was utilised that consisted of more than two training sessions

A study was excluded if:

1. The participants had any pathology or existing musculoskeletal injury
2. English was not the language of the article
3. The necessary information was not identifiable from the full text or the abstract

3.2.3 Categories of training intensity

Based on the intensity categories suggested in chapter two the studies were divided into very high (>100% concentric 1RM), high (67-99% 1RM), medium (34-66% 1RM) and low intensity (0-33% 1RM). In studies that consisted of several groups of eccentric training with different characteristics (e.g. movement velocities), each group was treated as a separate study. If training intensity was not stated as the % of concentric 1RM, it was assumed that eccentric 1RM is 30% greater than the concentric 1RM. As common for concentric training, eccentric training intensity was then calculated based on the maximum amount of repetitions performed relative to the assumed 130% of concentric 1RM. This method was assumed to be adequate, as many eccentric training studies have utilised a training design of maximal effort for a certain range of repetitions. To provide an overview on the effects of training intensity on strength, muscle morphology, as well as performance parameters, an average % change from pre to post intervention was noted or calculated for each study. Thus, some author’s names and the publication date have an additional small alphabetical letter in the figures. If several measures for the same strength, morphology, or performance parameter were performed, results were averaged across all sub-measures.
3.2.4 Statistical Analysis

A one-way ANOVA was used to compare differences in adaptations between categories of velocity, contraction mode, and training intensity. In case of significance, a Tukey’s post hoc test was performed for multiple comparisons. The significance level was set at P < 0.05. All statistical analyses were performed using statistical software (GraphPad Prism version 7.02, GraphPad Software, La Jolla California, USA).

3.3 Distribution of all studies between intensity categories

A total of 220 studies that have investigated the effects of various forms of eccentric exercise was identified. There was 84 (38%) that have used very high intensities of eccentric exercise. For the high-intensity category, there was a total of 67 (30%) studies. The medium intensity was utilised in 36 (16%) studies. The low-intensity category was represented by 33 (15%) studies. Thus, 151 out of 220 studies (68%) have utilised training intensities from 67 to 130% of concentric 1RM, which confirms the previously assumed bias in literature towards high-intensity eccentric training.

3.4 Strength adaptations

Out of 220 studies that were identified, a total of 192 studies investigated changes in isometric, concentric and eccentric strength. There were 72 studies that utilised very high intensities (Figure 1), 59 investigations that used high intensities (Figure 2), 34 studies at medium intensities (Figure 3), and 27 at low intensities (Figure 4).
Figure 2: Average % change in isometric (ISOM, red bars), concentric (CON, blue bars) and eccentric (ECC, black bars) strength in studies utilising very high eccentric training intensity (>100% concentric 1RM) (20,127,128,136,143,159–215)
Figure 3: Average % change in isometric (ISOM, red bars), concentric (CON, blue bars) and eccentric (ECC, black bars) strength in studies utilising high eccentric training intensity (67-99% concentric 1RM) (136,199,216–220,220–233,233–263)
Figure 4: Average % change in isometric (ISOM, red bars), concentric (CON, blue bars) and eccentric (ECC, black bars) strength in studies utilising medium eccentric training intensity (34-66% concentric 1RM) (78,200,205,254,264–266,266–286)
Figure 5: Average % change in isometric (ISOM, red bars), concentric (CON, blue bars) and eccentric (ECC, black bars) strength in studies utilising low eccentric training intensity (≤33% concentric 1RM). Eccentric cycling studies are indicated by the green arrow. (19,22–24,27,41,50,51,67,69,140,141,144,205,287–290)
3.4.1 Effect of contraction velocity on strength adaptations

Although contraction velocity has been suggested in the previous review as one of the 7 main characteristics of eccentric exercise, 97 out of 192 (50%) studies that investigated strength adaptations did not report contraction velocity in any form. For the studies that did report contraction velocity or standardised movement velocity via time under tension, 25 performed eccentric muscle actions at 60 degrees per second, 12 at 30 degrees per second, 7 at 180 degrees per second, 6 at 90 degrees per second, 4 at 20 degrees per second, 4 at 15 degrees per second, 3 at 25.71 degrees per second, and 2 studies at several velocities ranging from 10 to 430 degrees per second. Based on the categories for contraction velocity for the main joint from the first review (slow at 0 – 90 deg/s, moderate at 91-180 deg/s and fast at greater than >180 deg/s), there were 78 studies in the slow category, 13 studies in the moderate category, and only 3 studies that performed training at fast velocities. This distribution clarifies that it is complicated to draw clear conclusions about the effects of contraction velocity during eccentric training. Out of this selection of studies, no study from the fast category measured changes in isometric strength, 3 measured concentric strength and only 1 measured eccentric strength. Nevertheless, there were no significant differences between any of the velocity categories (P ≥ 0.2768) (Figure 5).

Figure 6: Average % change in isometric (ISOM), concentric (CON) and eccentric (ECC) strength between eccentric training at slow (≤90 deg/s), medium (91-180 deg/s) and fast (≥181 deg/s) eccentric muscle action velocities. There were no significant differences
3.4.2 Specificity of contraction modes

In relation to the specificity of contraction mode, it has been previously concluded that eccentric training increases eccentric strength to a greater degree than concentric or isometric strength (17). Across all intensities isometric strength increased by 15.38% (-25% to +51.3%), concentric strength by 16.23% (-3.3% to +76.7%) and eccentric strength increased by 22.7% (-12.5% to +116%). When compared like this across all categories of training intensity, the changes in isometric strength were not significantly different from the changes in concentric strength (P=0.8998). Conversely, when compared across all intensities, changes in isometric strength (P=0.0019) and concentric strength (P=0.0030) were lower than changes in eccentric strength (Figure 6). From a general perspective, the studies reviewed here show that eccentric strength will specifically increase greater after eccentric training in comparison to isometric or concentric strength.

When the analysis of changes in strength between isometric, concentric and eccentric muscle actions was performed within each intensity category there was no significant difference between contraction modes (P ≥ 0.2287), and also none between intensity categories (P ≥ 0.9) (Figure 7). Within the very high intensity, isometric strength increased by 17.63 ± 10.09 % (4.5 to 45%), concentric strength by 17.03 ± 10.06 % (-3.3 to 44.8%), and eccentric strength by 24.69 ± 21.59 % (-12.5 to 116%). Similarly, within the high (P ≥ 0.2891), medium (P ≥ 0.9755),
and low (P ≥ 0.9946) intensity category there were no significant differences between the percentage changes of isometric, concentric and eccentric strength. In the high intensity category isometric strength increased by 12.58 ± 13.3 % (-25 to 51.3%), concentric strength by 17.85 ± 16.84 % (-1.7 to 76.7%), and eccentric strength by 22.84 ± 16.24 % (3 to 75.75%). For medium intensity it was 10.37 ± 7.37% (-5.9 to 19.1%) for isometric strength, 12.57 ± 6.79 % (0.2 to 34%) for concentric strength and 17.7 ± 9.84 % (0.85 to 34%) for eccentric strength. For the low intensity it was 18.53 ± 13.08 % (0 to 45%), 12.31 ± 8.9% (1.38 to 33.5%), and 15.6 ± 11.65 % (-1.6 to 24%), respectively. Therefore, a more precise analysis of each training intensity diminished the previously described general greater increase in eccentric strength across all eccentric training studies.

Figure 8: Average % change in isometric (ISOM), concentric (CON) and eccentric (ECC) strength between low (≤33% concentric 1RM), medium (34-66 % concentric 1RM), high (67-99 % concentric 1RM) and very high (≥100% concentric 1RM) eccentric training intensity. There were no significant differences

3.4.3 Isometric strength

Out of 72 studies that have utilised very high-intensity eccentric training, 32 have measured changes in isometric strength. For the high-intensity category it was 25 out of 59 studies, only 13 out of 34 studies in the medium intensity category, and 20 out of 27 studies in the low category. Eccentric strength training performed at very high intensity improved
isometric strength by 17.63 ± 10.09 % (4.5 to 45%), high intensity increased it by 12.58 ± 13.3 % (-25 to 51.3%), medium intensity by 10.37 ± 7.37% (-5.9 to 19.1%), and low intensity by 18.53 ± 13.08 % (0 to 45%). There was no significant difference between intensity categories (P ≥ 0.9) (Figure 7).

3.4.4 Concentric strength
Concentric strength adaptations after low-intensity training were measured in 9 studies, in 22 after medium intensity training, in 44 after high-intensity training, and in 56 after very high-intensity training. The average increase in concentric strength was 12.31% (1.38 to 33.5%) after low intensity eccentric training, 12.57% (0.2 to 28.13%) after medium intensity, 17.84% (-1.7 to 76.7%) after high intensity, and 17.03% (-3.3 to 44.8%) after very high intensity. There were no significant differences between intensity categories (P ≥ 0.9) (Figure 7).

3.4.5 Eccentric strength
Out of 192 studies that measured strength changes 88 studies specifically investigated eccentric strength. There were 4 studies for the low-intensity category, 1 study for medium intensity, 26 studies for high intensity, and 45 studies for very high intensity. In respective order, eccentric strength increase by 15.6% (-1.6 to 24%), 23.25%, 22.84% (3 to 75.54%), and 24.69% (-12.5 to 116%). As clarified previously, there was no significant difference between intensity categories (P ≥ 0.9) (Figure 7).

3.4.6 Summary strength adaptations
In general, there was no difference in increases of isometric, concentric and eccentric strength between training intensities. Despite many different variations of eccentric training that can be used to increase muscle strength 73 studies were performed at a pre-determined set and repetition scheme with every eccentric muscle actions performed maximally. There can be several methodological complications with such an approach to eccentric training. First, quantifying the training load is difficult, as it is impossible to perform each eccentric muscle action at maximal intensity. Second, individual difference in fatigue over each set and training session makes it difficult to plan further training sessions precisely. As such, if the intensity of each eccentric muscle action is not measured, the actual training intensity is unknown. Although the studies in the current review may have collected such data, no study has reported actual intensities and changes over sets or between sessions. It is well known from concentric exercise that clearly structured training that is performed at pre-determined “submaximal” percentages of a maximal lift or strength measurement yields greatest results (35). Thus it is surprising that
most studies would choose a training design where the detailed amount of torque, force and work performed during training is unknown.

Furthermore, as training intensities showed no significant differences in strength changes, it is plausible to assume that in practice one would rather choose an eccentric training form performed at less than very high intensities. Eccentric cycling for example showed an increase in concentric strength across studies of 2.2 to 46 % (22–24,27,50,288,291). While concentric strength was only measured in two studies improved by 8.2 and 10.7% (27,51), unfortunately, no study has measured changes in eccentric strength. However, as the power output or workload during eccentric cycling has been shown to increase by 299-1200% over the course of 6-12 weeks only (22–26,50,51,291), it can be assumed that eccentric strength had improved as well. The eccentric cycling has been performed for 5-20 min, and the power output at the beginning of training ranged from 40 to 225 W (24,26,50,51,291), but 60-80% of predicted maximal heart rate (23,27,69), and average RPE of 9.5-15 (22,24,26,27,69), have also been reported during training. Thus, although on the spectrum of possible eccentric training intensities (30-130% of concentric 1RM) eccentric cycling can be designed to be performed at low to medium intensities, it can stimulate large increases in muscle strength. Such a submaximal form of eccentric exercise could be much easier be performed by a wider population than any range of eccentric repetitions performed maximally.

3.5 Muscle morphology

Out of 220 studies, 78 studies investigated changes in muscle morphology, either as changes in muscle cross-sectional area, muscle thickness, muscle fascicle length or pennation angle. Overall, there were 39 studies at very high intensity (Figure 8), 19 studies at high intensity (Figure 9), 4 studies at medium intensity (Figure 10), and 16 studies used low intensity (Figure 11).
Figure 9: Average % change of muscle cross-sectional area (CSA, red bars), muscle thickness (CON, blue bars), fascicle length (FL, black bars) and pennation angle (PA, green bars) in studies utilising very high eccentric training intensity (≥100% concentric 1RM) (20,127,136,143,163,166,169,176,183,186,189,191,193,195,202–204,210,214,292–294)
Figure 10: Average % change of muscle cross-sectional area (CSA, red bars), muscle thickness (CON, blue bars), fascicle length (FL, black bars) and pennation angle (PA, green bars) in studies utilising high eccentric training intensity (67-99% concentric 1RM) (202,218,222,229,235,237,240,241,243,252,260,262)
Figure 11: Average % change of muscle cross-sectional area (CSA, red bars), muscle thickness (CON, blue bars), fascicle length (FL, black bars) and pennation angle (PA, green bars) in studies utilising medium eccentric training intensity (34-66% concentric 1RM) (270,271,295)
Figure 12: Average % change in muscle cross-sectional area (CSA, red bars), muscle thickness (CON, blue bars), and pennation angle (PA, green bars) in studies utilising low eccentric training intensity (≤33% concentric 1RM). Green arrow indicates eccentric cycling studies. (22,26,141,296–298)
3.5.1 Muscle cross-sectional area

Out of 78 studies that investigated changes in muscle architecture, 25 studies measured CSA. For the low-intensity category, 4 studies measured CSA, 1 study using medium intensity, 9 studies using high intensity and 11 studies using very high intensity. The CSA improved on average by $17.04 \pm 24.83\%$ (0.8 to 60\%) after low intensity, 12\% after medium intensity, 7.61 $\pm 4.5\%$ (2.7 to 18.7\%) after high intensity, and by $5.57 \pm 2.96\%$ (0.8 to 11\%) after very high intensity. There were no significant differences between intensity categories ($P = 0.7298$) (Figure 12).

3.5.2 Muscle thickness

Across the 78 studies that have investigated changes in muscle architecture, there was a total of 21 studies that measured changes in muscle thickness. There were 2 studies using low intensity, 2 medium intensity, 4 high intensity and 13 very high intensity that have measured changes in muscle thickness. On average muscle thickness increased by $9.75 \pm 8.75\%$ (1 to 18.5\%) after low intensity, $4.3 \pm 3.4\%$ (0.9 to 7.7\%) after medium intensity, $8.09 \pm 3.52\%$ (2.66 to 12\%) after high intensity, and $13.36\% \pm 6.79\%$ (2.85 to 28.06\%) after very high intensity training. There was no significant differences between intensity categories ($P = 0.7298$) (Figure 12).
3.5.3 Fascicle length

Across the total 78 studies measuring changes in muscle architecture, there were 16 studies investigating changes in fascicle length. In low intensity there was no study, in medium intensity, there were 2 studies, in high intensity 5 studies, and in very high intensity there were 9 studies that measured fascicle length. The results showed an average increase in fascicle length of 22.85 ± 1.05% (21.8 to 23.9%) after medium intensity, 15.7 ± 10.73% (4.5 to 33.5%) after high-intensity training and 10.48 ± 9.37% (0.5 to 33.37%) after very high-intensity training. There were no significant differences between intensity categories (P = 0.7298) (Figure 12).

3.5.4 Pennation angle

A total of 19 studies investigated changes in the pennation angle of fascicles. One study utilised low-intensity exercise, 2 studies medium intensity, 5 studies high intensity, and 11 studies very high intensity. The low-intensity study increased pennation angle by 22%, the two studies with medium intensity decreased pennation angle by 15.9 ± 1% (-16.9 to -14.9%), high intensity increased pennation angle by 1.14 ± 2.68% (-3 to 5%), and very high intensity increased pennation angle by 8.74 ± 8.54% (-5.5 to 24.9%). There were no significant differences between intensity categories (P = 0.7298) (Figure 12).

3.5.5 Summary muscle morphology

Similar to the findings about strength, there were no differences in the outcomes measures of muscle morphology between training intensities. Previous studies have concluded that eccentric training is specifically beneficial for increases in muscle mass and size when performed at very high intensities (17,117). It is plausible to assume that there might be a threshold in overload that has to either be reached by training intensity or volume. Eccentric cycling showed in one study an increase in CSA of 60% (22), and in another study an increase of 18.5% in muscle thickness and 22% in pennation angle (26). The latter increase in pennation angle is different from previously mainly reported increases in fascicle length, while pennation angle was concluded to be increased greater after concentric strength training (16). Furthermore, there was an increases of 1.8-6.5% in lean leg mass after eccentric cycling (49,50,288,291,299). As eccentric cycling in these studies was performed for 5-20 minutes at a cadence of 60 rpm, it is possible that the high volume of 300-1200 eccentric muscle actions has contributed to the increases in muscle morphology. As previously stated in chapter 2, such conclusions have been recently also made for hypertrophy after concentric strength training (117).
3.6 Performance parameters

A total of 78 studies out of all 220 eccentric training studies have investigated changes in countermovement jump height, squat jump height, improvements in sprint running performance, functional parameters like the 6 minute walk test, timed up and go test, number of repetitions until failure or stair ascend and descend time, as well as improvements in concentric peak power. Generally, there were 31 studies at very high intensity (Figure 13), 26 at high intensity (Figure 14), 7 at medium intensity (Figure 15), and 14 studies at low intensity (Figure 16).

Figure 14: Average % change in countermovement jump height (CMJ, red bars), squat jump height (SJ, blue bars), sprinting time (Sprint, black bars), functional measures (Functional, green bars) and concentric peak power output (Peak power, purple bars) in studies utilising very high eccentric training intensity (≥100% concentric 1RM) (20,166,173,181,186,190,193,201,206,212,253,294,300–303)
Figure 15: Average % change in countermovement jump height (CMJ, red bars), squat jump height (SJ, blue bars), sprinting time (Sprint, black bars), functional measures (Functional, green bars) and concentric peak power output (Peak power, purple bars) in studies utilising high eccentric training intensity (67-99% concentric 1RM) (202,224,232,233,243,246–248,253,254,304,305)
Figure 16: Average % change in countermovement jump height (CMJ, red bars), squat jump height (SJ, blue bars), sprinting time (Sprint, black bars), functional measures (Functional, green bars) and concentric peak power output (Peak power, purple bars) in studies utilising medium eccentric training intensity (34-66% concentric 1RM) (254,254,277,278,282,306,307)
Figure 17: Average % change in countermovement jump height (CMJ, red bars), squat jump height (SJ, blue bars), sprinting time (Sprint, black bars), functional measures (Functional, green bars) and concentric peak power output (Peak power, purple bars) in studies utilising low eccentric training intensity (≤33% concentric 1RM). Green arrow indicates eccentric cycling studies. (10,22,25,26,41,50,141,287,291,296,298)
3.6.1 Countermovement jump

Out of 73 studies that measured performance parameters, 30 studies measured countermovement jump height before and after eccentric training. After low-intensity eccentric training, countermovement jump height was measured in 2 studies, after medium intensity in 2 studies, after high intensity in 13 studies, as well as in 13 studies after very high intensity. The average change in countermovement jump height was 7.4 ± 0.7% (6.7 to 8%) after low intensity, 9.2 ± 1.9% (7.3 to 11%) after medium intensity, 3.7 ± 3% (-2 to 11%) after high intensity, and 5.9 ± 2.8% (0 to 10.9%) after very high intensity. There were no significant differences between intensity categories (P > 0.9999) (Figure 17).

![Figure 18: Average % change in countermovement jump height (CMJ), squat jump height (SJ), sprint time (Sprint), functional measures (Functional), and concentric peak power output (Peak power) between low (≤33% concentric 1RM), medium (34-66 % concentric 1RM), high (67-99 % concentric 1RM) and very high (≥100% concentric 1RM) eccentric training intensity](image)

3.6.2 Squat jump

Squat jump height (SJ) was measured in 9 out of 73 studies that investigated performance parameters before and after eccentric training. There was 1 study that used low intensity, and 1 study that used medium intensity, the high intensity was used in 3 studies and very high intensity in 4 studies. For low-intensity SJ changed by 1.7%, for medium intensity it was 11.9%, for high intensity it was 5.1 ± 2% (2.2 to 6.8%) and for very high intensity it was 5.1 ± 4% (-1.3 to 9.6%). There were no significant differences between intensity categories (P > 0.9999) (Figure 17).
3.6.3 Sprint

Out of all 73 studies that investigated changes to performance parameters after eccentric training, 7 studies measured changes in sprint running. No study used low or medium intensity. There were 3 studies in the high-intensity category and 4 studies in the maximal intensity category. The average change in sprint running after high-intensity eccentric training was $0.4 \pm 0.7\%$ (-0.2 to 1.4%), and after maximal intensity training, it was $1.25 \pm 5.1\%$ (-2.4 to 10%). There were no significant differences between intensity categories ($P > 0.9999$) (Figure 17).

3.6.4 Functional measures

There were 15 studies out of 73 that used some functional measure. These measures include the maximal amount of repetitions until failure for a chosen exercise, 6-min walking distance, timed up-and-go test, balance tests, as well as stair, descends and ascends. For the low intensity category there were 6 studies, for medium intensity 3 studies, for high intensity 2 studies, and for the very high intensity category, there were 4 studies that measured one or several functional parameters. The studies in the low intensity showed an average change of $13.3 \pm 6.6\%$ (4.6 to 25.5%), the medium intensity showed a change of $15.1 \pm 6.3\%$ (7.9 to 23.2%), the high intensity showed a change of $6.1 \pm 0.1\%$ (6 to 6.2%), and for very high intensity it was $16.4 \pm 8.4\%$ (5 to 28%). There were no significant differences between intensity categories ($P \geq 0.9975$) (Figure 17).

3.6.5 Concentric peak power output

Out of all 73 studies investigating changes in performance parameters, 17 studies measured concentric peak power output. This concentric peak power output has been measured during various forms of concentric exercise (e.g. cycling sprints, jumps, squats). It was assumed that increases in concentric peak power output measured for one concentric exercise would be similar to the others. Thus, all types of concentric peak power output were analysed together. There were 5 studies that used low intensity, 1 study using medium intensity, 5 studies using high intensity, and 6 studies using very high intensity. The studies using low intensity showed a change in concentric peak power by $13.3 \pm 12.1\%$ (-1.1 to 33.9%), while the one study in the medium intensity category showed an increase by 20%. For high intensity, there was an average increase of $9.3 \pm 7.3\%$ (-1 to 20%), and for very high intensity it was $27.4 \pm 15.8\%$ (0.9 to 51.5%). The very high-intensity category showed a greater increase in peak power output than high-intensity category ($P = 0.0268$), while there were no other significant differences ($P \geq 0.2695$) (Figure 17).
3.6.6 Summary performance parameters

While there were no other significant differences (P ≥ 0.2695), concentric peak power output between the very high-intensity category and high-intensity category was significantly greater (P = 0.0268). In comparison to the strength and morphology measures, the analysis of the performance parameters has to be viewed with more caution. There were many methodological variations in the assessment of all performance parameters.

Still, eccentric cycling has been shown to increase CMJ in two studies by 8 and 6.7% (10,50), and functional measures by 11.6% (22). It is not clear how eccentric cycling improved performance during jumps. There is an indication of increased stiffness as measured by increases in hopping frequency (10) and vertical spring stiffness of the whole body (308) after eccentric cycling training. It is possible though that the uninterrupted fashion of eccentric cycling combined with the medium velocity (180 degrees per second at 60 rpm) can improve utilisation of the stretch-shortening cycle. Additionally, as outlined in chapter 1, most functional measures have been shown to increase significantly in clinical populations (54,57,58,62,63,66). Thus, it is possible that to measure increases in functional performance with healthy populations after eccentric cycling, other parameters have to be considered. Such measures might have to be more related to high power production, such as shown with jump heights, or alternative parameters (e.g. sprint time or peak power output).

3.7 Conclusions

The current literature review showed that there was no significant difference between eccentric training intensities in the magnitude of change for muscle strength, morphology, and performance parameters. Although contraction velocity was reported in less than expected studies, it was shown that it had no significant impact in the increases of isometric, concentric and eccentric muscle strength. Furthermore, studies utilising eccentric cycling, despite its very low training intensity relative to the majority of studies, were able to show a similar magnitude of change for all parameters, and the highest improvements for some changes. Considering that there is a large range of power output that can be performed during eccentric cycling, the utilised training intensities were very low in comparison to the existent capacity. The existent capacity was shown by the average increase of 547%.power output or workload during training. Thus, there is a large potential for improvements, and application of greater loads throughout the training programmes, such as modifying training through various interval methods.
CHAPTER FOUR

STUDY ONE

Cardiopulmonary responses to incremental eccentric and concentric cycling tests to task failure
4.1 Abstract

This study compared cardio-pulmonary responses between incremental concentric and eccentric cycling tests and examined factors affecting the maximal eccentric cycling capacity. On separate days, nine men and two women (32.6 ± 9.4 y) performed an upright seated concentric (CON-T) and an eccentric (ECC-T) cycling test, which started at 75 W and increased 25 W·min⁻¹ until task failure. Gas exchange, heart rate (HR) and power output were continuously recorded during the tests. Participants also performed maximal voluntary contractions of the quadriceps (MVC), squat and countermovement jumps. Peak power output was 53% greater (P<0.001, g=1.77) for ECC-T (449 ± 115 W) than CON (294 ± 61 W), but peak oxygen consumption was 43% lower (P<0.001, g=2.18) for ECC (30.6 ± 5.6 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹) than CON (43.9 ± 6.9 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹). Maximal HR was not different between ECC-T (175 ± 20 bpm) and CON-T (182 ± 13 bpm), but the increase in HR relative to oxygen consumption was 33% greater (P=0.01) during ECC-T than CON-T. Moderate to strong correlations (P<0.05) were observed between ECC-T peak power output and CON-T peak power (r=0.84), peak oxygen consumption (r=0.54) and MVC (r=0.53), while no significant relationships were observed between ECC peak power output and squat as well as countermovement jump heights. Unexpectedly, maximal HR was similar between CON and ECC. Although ECC power output can be predicted from CON peak power output, an incremental eccentric cycling test performed after 3-6 familiarisation sessions may be useful in programming ECC training with healthy and accustomed individuals.
4.2 Introduction

Eccentric cycling was first introduced in a scientific journal in 1952 and repetitively confirmed that the metabolic load is lower during eccentric than concentric cycling at the same power output (8,36,309). Several studies have since shown the potent effects of eccentric cycling training on muscle function and strength (23,24,26). With several review papers highlighting the importance of low-intensity, high volume eccentric exercise (28,29,34), and more eccentric cycling and stepping ergometers available on the market, it is probable that eccentric cycling training will become more popular. Thus, it is necessary to establish a protocol to determine eccentric cycling capacity and to safely and effectively prescribe eccentric cycling to different populations.

Several studies have examined cardiopulmonary responses to continuous eccentric cycling, and shown greater increases in cardiac output (310) and heart rate (311,312) for any oxygen consumption when compared with concentric cycling at low intensities. Furthermore, two studies have examined physiological responses during an incremental eccentric cycling protocol (309,313). In both studies, power output during eccentric cycling was increased until participants reached the maximal power output achieved during concentric cycling. As a result, participants achieved only 256 to 330 Watts at a heart rate of 106.5 to 117 bpm during eccentric cycling. The latter indicates that volitional exhaustion and maximal eccentric cycling performance were not achieved, thus not providing any information about unique characteristics of maximal eccentric cycling capacity. To the best of our knowledge, no previous research has examined the potentially unique physiological responses to eccentric cycling until exhaustion, and as such little is known with regards to the factors that limit maximal eccentric cycling capacity.

Previous studies that examined the effectiveness of eccentric cycling exercise training set the intensity based on maximal heart rate or age-predicted heart rate (23,25), peak power output (26,67) or rating of perceived exertion (RPE) (288,314) measured during an incremental concentric cycling test to task failure. Despite the uniquely low metabolic load of eccentric cycling at submaximal intensities, all previous studies have prescribed eccentric cycling training based on the information from a concentric cycling test. It may be that an incremental eccentric cycling test to task failure provides more information on the factors limiting eccentric cycling capacity and that peak power output obtained from an eccentric cycling test is more specific for eccentric cycling prescription. For a comprehensive understanding of the performance during an eccentric cycling test, factors that determine peak power output should
also be considered. However, we are not aware of any studies that have examined factors limiting eccentric cycling performance.

Conversely, possible factors limiting exercise capacity during maximal concentric cycling have been well documented. Maximal aerobic capacity and peak power output during incremental concentric cycling are typically limited by oxygen delivery and oxygen utilisation \((82,315)\). Based on these factors, several submaximal tests have been designed to estimate maximal exercise capacity during concentric cycling and other exercise modes \((316,317)\). Given the low metabolic cost and greater work achievable during eccentric cycling, it is plausible that peak power output during an eccentric cycling test is more closely associated with neuromuscular rather than cardiovascular function. Neuromuscular function and fatigue have been assessed before and after eccentric exercises by measuring maximal voluntary isometric contraction (MVC) strength \((23,240)\) or squat and countermovement jumps \((318,319)\). Since these measurements have been shown to improve following eccentric exercise training \((254,301)\), they may correlate better with peak power output during incremental eccentric cycling.

Therefore, the present study compared physiological responses (oxygen consumption, minute ventilation, tidal volume, breathing frequency, and heart rate) in relation to power output between an incremental eccentric versus concentric cycling test. Relationships between peak power during eccentric cycling and peak oxygen consumption and peak power output during concentric cycling, MVC torque of the knee extensors, countermovement and squat jump height and their ratio were investigated. The first hypothesis tested was that peak oxygen consumption, minute ventilation, tidal volume, breathing frequency, and peak heart rate at task failure of an incremental cycling test would be greater during concentric than eccentric cycling, while peak power output would be greater during eccentric cycling. The second hypothesis tested was that MVC torque of the knee extensors, countermovement jump height and the countermovement to squat jump ratio would be strong predictors of peak power during eccentric cycling.

### 4.3 Methods

#### 4.3.1 Participants

The institutional human research ethics committee approved this study before commencing the research. Eleven healthy men \((n=9)\) and women \((n=2)\) were recruited for the study, and their average ± standard deviation (SD) age, height and body mass were 33 ± 9 y, 181.4 ± 8.2 cm, and 81.1 ± 17.1 kg, respectively. They were physically active and/or training recreationally in cycling, cricket or volleyball, but had not performed any specific eccentric
exercise beyond those in normal daily activities (i.e., downstairs/downhill walking, sitting down) in the 6 months prior to the study. Participants were not taking any medication and did not have any history of lower limb musculoskeletal injuries. They refrained from exercise, alcohol and caffeine in the 48 h prior to each testing session. They were fully informed of the requirements and risks associated with the study and provided written informed consent before participation. The sample size was estimated using the heart rate data from a previous study (36) in which heart rate was compared between eccentric and concentric cycling at submaximal intensities. It was assumed that the difference in heart rate at task failure would be smaller than at submaximal intensities. Thus, based on G*Power (Version 3.0.10, 2008, Kiel, Germany), the effect size was estimated to be 0.9, with an α level of 0.05 and a power of 0.8 (1-β), it was found that 10 participants would suffice.

4.3.2 Study design

For this study participants visited the laboratory on five separate occasions (Figure 18). During the first visit, participants performed a concentric cycling test. On the following three visits, participants performed 5, 8 and 10 minutes of practice continuous eccentric cycling at 30, 30 and 40% of their concentric peak power output (PPO), respectively. During the three practice (familiarisation) sessions, cadence was set at 60 rpm and the bike operated in isokinetic mode. These sessions were specifically designed and performed to provide a repeated bout effect without major increases in indirect markers of muscle damage and soreness (36). Measurements of MVC knee extension torque and squat and countermovement jump heights were taken before each eccentric cycling session. Before the final session for this study, participants participated in five further separate sessions of interval and continuous eccentric cycling. These sessions included two continuous eccentric cycling protocols: 20 minutes at 60% of concentric PPO and 13.2 minutes at 60% of concentric PPO, with the former performed at 60 rpm, and the latter at 90 rpm. There were also three different interval eccentric cycling protocols: 4 x 4 min at 75% of concentric PPO with a 2-min rest between bouts, 12 x 1 min at 100% of concentric PPO with a 1-min rest between bouts, and 10 x 1 min at 150% of concentric PPO with a 1-min rest between bouts. As no previous study has investigated maximal eccentric cycling performance, these additional eccentric cycling sessions guaranteed that the participants were well familiarised and could reach a “true” maximal eccentric cycling performance. During the last visit to the laboratory, participants performed the incremental eccentric cycling test to task failure.
4.3.4 Incremental concentric and eccentric cycling tests

The concentric and eccentric cycling tests were performed in an upright position, and the seat height of the ergometers described below was adjusted to the comfort of each participant (a slight bend of the knee joint at knee extension). Before the incremental concentric and eccentric cycling tests, participants completed a 3-min warm-up, in the relevant cycling mode, between 50 W and 120 W at 60 rpm. Both concentric and eccentric protocols begun at 75 W and increased by 25 W every minute until the participants could no longer cycle at a target power output. The concentric cycling test was performed on an electromagnetically braked cycling ergometer (Velotron, RacerMate, Inc., Seattle, Washington USA) and the eccentric cycling test was performed on an eccentric cycling ergometer (Cyclus2 Eccentric Trainer, RBM Elektronik-Automation GmbH, Leipzig, Germany).

The ergometers automatically controlled power output during the concentric and eccentric cycling tests with the electromagnetic brake during the concentric test (320) and the motor during the eccentric test. The resistance was adjusted based on the cadence of participants. Participants were able to self-select their cadence during the concentric cycling test, with the average cadence during this trial being a target cadence for the eccentric cycling test. The concentric cycling test was terminated when the cadence dropped below 60 rpm for more than 30 s. Given the participants are required to resist against the motor during eccentric cycling, the test was terminated when increased 10 rpm above the target for more than 30 s. During both incremental cycling tests, participants were provided with visual feedback on their power output, cadence and elapsed time. Verbal encouragement was provided during the final stages of both incremental tests.
Expired gases were measured each breath by a TrueOne 2400 metabolic cart (ParvoMedics, Sandy, Utah, USA) and averaged every 15 s. Peak oxygen consumption (VO₂peak) was taken as the highest value in any 15 s interval. The gas analyser and ventilometer were calibrated before each test using gases of known concentrations and a 3-L syringe (5530 series, Hans Rudolph, Inc., Shawnee, Kansas, U.S.A.). Minute ventilation (V̇E), tidal volume (Vt) and breathing frequency (Bf) at the task failure were analysed as the average values of one minute of each protocol. Heart rate was recorded during cycling and measured every 5 s (S610, Polar, Finland). Due to the expected greater power output during eccentric cycling in comparison to concentric cycling, it was assumed that the eccentric protocol would last significantly longer. To avoid the influence of the greater exercise time on the cardiopulmonary parameters, the analysis of heart rate (HR) relative to oxygen consumption (VO₂) was normalised for stages completed. Thus, an average heart rate was calculated for every 10% of exercise time for each condition. To compare between conditions a linear regression that was based on the 10 averages was computed and the difference in the slope of both regressions was determined using the provided function in the GraphPad statistical package (Prism version 7.02, GraphPad Software, La Jolla, California, USA). The slope of the linear regressions was also compared between conditions for the relationship of HR and VO₂ to power output. This comparison was averaged for each stage during the incremental test, not for 10% of exercise time like for HR over VO₂. Furthermore, the relationship for HR and VO₂ over power output for each stage was only computed until the average peak power output achieved during each condition. Selected participants were able to achieve much higher peak power output at task failure.

4.3.5 MVC knee extension torque

Maximal voluntary isometric contractions of the right knee extensors at 70° knee angle were performed on a custom made chair with a load cell (Xtran S1W, Applied Measurements, Melbourne, Australia) to measure knee extensor muscle strength as previously reported (321). Participants performed a 5 min warm-up on a cycling ergometer (Monark 828E, Monark Exercise AB, Vansbro, Sweden) at 15% of their concentric peak power output at 60 rpm before the measure. Participants then performed three submaximal isometric knee extensions for 3 s at 50%, 50% and 80% of a maximal effort, separated by a 1-min passive rest. A total of three 3 s maximal isometric knee extensions were performed, separated by a 1-min passive rest. Participants were advised to contract as fast and as hard as possible. Trials with any countermovement were disregarded and repeated. The torque output was shown on a computer.
screen, and torque data was sampled at a frequency of 1000 Hz, and a digital zero-phase lag finite impulse response low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 14 Hz was applied. The trial with the greatest peak torque value was used for further analysis. Verbal encouragement was provided during the measurements.

4.3.6 Squat and counter movement jump

Jump height was measured via a digital vertical jump meter (Vertical Jump Meter T.K.K. 5406, JUMP-MD, Takei Scientific Instruments Co. Ltd., Japan). Participants performed all jumps with hands placed on their hips and a self-chosen squat depth. For the squat jumps (SJ), participants were asked to squat down to the depth of their choice, remain in the squat position for 3 s and then jump without any countermovement. For the countermovement jump (CMJ) participants were asked to jump as high as possible from an upright standing position on a count of three. Verbal encouragement was provided before and during both jumps.

4.3.7 Statistical analyses

Data is reported as mean ± SD. Peak values (pulmonary parameters and power output) were compared between concentric and eccentric cycling using paired t-tests. The effect size for the difference in the dependent variables between concentric and eccentric cycling was calculated by Hedges’ g (322). The slope of the linear regression calculated for the relationships between HR and VO2, VO2 and peak power output, and HR and peak power output was used to compare differences in these relationships between conditions. Pearson’s correlations were used to assess the relationship between peak power output during eccentric cycling and VO2peak and peak power output during concentric cycling, MVC torque of the knee extensors, countermovement and squat jump heights. Significance was set at P < 0.05 and all statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad statistical package (Prism version 7.02, GraphPad Software, La Jolla, California, USA).

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Heart rate, oxygen consumption and power output during incremental tests

Figure 19 shows changes in heart rate and oxygen consumption during the concentric and eccentric incremental cycling test. The slope of the linear regression for heart rate over power output was not different (P=0.276) between the eccentric (0.26 ± 0.03) and concentric (0.23 ± 0.01) tests. In contrast, the slope of the linear regression of oxygen consumption over power output was greater (P<0.0001) for the concentric (0.13 ± 0.004) than the eccentric test (0.047 ±
As shown in Figure 2, heart rate relative to oxygen consumption was greater during eccentric than concentric cycling, and the linear regression line was steeper (P=0.01) for eccentric (3.99 ± 0.30) than concentric cycling (2.99 ± 0.19).

Figure 2: Comparison between concentric (CON-T) and eccentric cycling (ECC-T) for changes in heart rate (a) and oxygen consumption (b) over incremental power output stages from 75 W to the average peak power output among participants (CON: 300 W, ECC: 450 W). It should be noted that some participants were able to achieve much higher peak power output at task failure. Thus the heart rate and oxygen consumption values shown in the figures are not peak values. *: significant (P < 0.01) difference between the slope of the linear regression for ECC-T and CON-T.
Figure 21: Comparison between concentric (CON-T) and eccentric cycling (ECC-T) for the relationship between heart rate and oxygen consumption normalised by total exercise time in steps of 10%. The vertical bar for the SD of the last data point of ECC is not visible as its size is smaller than the chosen symbol size. *: significant (P < 0.01) difference between the slope of the linear regression for ECC-T and CON-T.

4.4.2 Comparison of peak values at task failure

Peak power output was greater (P<0.001; g=1.77) during eccentric cycling (449 ± 115 W) compared with concentric cycling (294 ± 61 W) (Figure 21a). The peak power output was 53% greater for eccentric than concentric cycling in average, but the power difference between eccentric and concentric cycling varies among the participants (Figure 21b). As shown in Figure 21c & d, maximal heart rate was not different (P=0.21; g=0.43) between concentric (182 ± 13 bpm) and eccentric cycling (175 ± 20 bpm). Peak oxygen consumption was lower (P<0.001; g=2.18) for eccentric (30.6 ± 5.6 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹) than concentric cycling (43.9 ± 6.9 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹) (Figure 21e). The average peak oxygen consumption was 43% lower during eccentric than concentric cycling, yet a large variability in the magnitude of difference among participants was evident (Figure 21f).
Figure 22: Comparison between eccentric (ECC-T) and concentric (CON-T) cycling for peak power output (a), maximal heart rate (c) and peak oxygen consumption (e) in the incremental tests and the difference between ECC-T and CON-T for each variable is shown in b, d, and f, respectively. For each figure, individual data, and the average (long line) and ± 1SD (short lines) of 11 participants are shown. P values based on t-test and effect size (g) for the comparison between ECC-T and CON-T are shown.

\( V_E \) (P=0.0008, \( g=1.89 \); Figure 22a) and \( V_I \) (P<0.0001, \( g=2.53 \); Figure 22c) at task failure were lower for eccentric cycling (65 ± 22 L.min\(^{-1}\); 1.8 ± 0.4 L) than concentric cycling (110 ± 28 L.min\(^{-1}\); 2.8 ± 0.4 l). On average, \( V_E \) was 41\% lower (Figure 22b), and \( V_I \) was 37\% lower (Figure 22d) for eccentric than concentric cycling. However, \( B_f \) was not different (P=0.07, \( g=0.74 \)) between eccentric and concentric cycling. The comparison of pulmonary parameters at 50\% peak power output during each condition (221 ± 51 W during eccentric cycling vs 149 ± 30 W during concentric cycling) showed that \( V_E \) and \( V_I \) were lower (P<0.01) during eccentric than concentric cycling, but breathing frequency was not different between conditions (P=0.393).
Figure 23: Comparison between eccentric (ECC-T) and concentric (CON-T) cycling for minute ventilation (A), tidal volume (C) and breathing frequency (E) in the incremental tests, and the difference between ECC-T and CON-T for each variable is shown in B, D, and F, respectively. For each figure, individual data, and the average (long line) and ± 1SD (short lines) of 11 participants are shown. P values based on t-test and effect size (g) for the comparison between ECC-T and CON-T are shown.

4.4.3 Correlation between peak eccentric cycling power and other variables

Figure 23 shows correlations between eccentric cycling peak power and other variables. Eccentric peak power was significantly correlated with peak oxygen consumption and peak power during concentric cycling and isometric peak force of the knee extensors. Peak oxygen consumption explained 30% (P = 0.0839, r=0.54, R²=0.295, Figure 5a), peak power output during concentric cycling explained 71% (P= 0.0011, r=0.84, R²=0.71, Figure 5b) and isometric peak force of the knee extensor explained 28% (P= 0.0929, r=0.53, R²=0.28, Figure 5c) of the variance of peak power output during eccentric cycling. However, countermovement jump height (P= 0.9281, r=0.03, R²=0.001, Figure 5d), squat jump height (P= 0.8566, r=0.06, R²=0.004, Figure 5e) and the ratio between the two (P= 0.8343, r= 0.06, R²=0.003, Figure 5f) did not explain the variance for peak power output during eccentric cycling.
4.5 Discussion

The present study compared heart rate, pulmonary parameters and power output between incremental eccentric and concentric cycling tests to task failure. As expected, oxygen consumption during the eccentric test was lower than that of the concentric test for all stages, and heart rate was lower during submaximal stages for eccentric than concentric cycling (Figure 19). However, peak heart rate was the same between eccentric and concentric cycling tests, and the slope of the linear regression calculated from the relationship between heart rate and oxygen consumption was 25% greater during eccentric than concentric cycling (Figure 20). Peak oxygen consumption was 43% smaller, while peak power output was 53% greater for the eccentric than concentric test (Figure 21). Minute ventilation and tidal volumes were 41% and 36% lower during eccentric cycling than concentric cycling at task failure, but breathing frequency showed no difference between modalities (Figure 22). Interestingly, eccentric peak power output was strongly correlated with concentric peak power, while correlations with concentric VO2peak and MVC strength were moderate (Figure 23). In contrast to the hypothesis, no significant relationships were observed between eccentric peak power output and countermovement or squat jump heights.

Previous research on a similar cohort of participants and using similar incremental concentric cycling tests to that of the present study have shown comparable values of peak
power output, peak heart rate and peak oxygen consumption to those of the present study (107,317). Thus, the values obtained in the incremental concentric cycling test of the present study appear to be typical. The average peak power output obtained in the incremental eccentric cycling test (450 W) was 1.5 times greater of that in the incremental concentric cycling test, and approximately half of the peak value (~1000 W) previously reported during eccentric sprint cycling (255). It should be noted that in the present study eccentric cycling was performed incrementally and with the ergometer set to an isopower mode. In the isopower mode, the cadence is variable, and the ergometer adjusts the velocity based on the participant's torque production to maintain the pre-set power output. Performing eccentric cycling at a constant cadence in isokinetic mode (255) appears to lead to a greater variation in the power output produced in comparison to the isopower mode. Interestingly, the mean power output (~500 W) achieved during the 6 s sprints at 60 rpm in the study by Brughelli and Van Leemputte (2013) was very similar to the average eccentric peak power obtained in the present study. Clearly, further research is needed in order to better understand the influence of both cadence and the exercise duration on peak eccentric power outputs.

The lower oxygen consumption and heart rate observed during eccentric cycling for the same power output as that of concentric cycling (Figure 19) is in line with the findings of previous studies (8,36,309). When the peak power was achieved in the eccentric test, oxygen consumption was 61 to 95 % of the peak values obtained in the concentric test, and minute ventilation and tidal volume were also 23 to 94 % of the peak values in the concentric cycling, but the heart rate was similar (Figures 21 & 22). The present study is the first to show that both exercise modes lead to similar maximal heart rates at task failure. Additionally, there was a 25% greater increase in heart rate relative to oxygen consumption during eccentric cycling than concentric cycling (Figure 20). Importantly, the relationship shown in Figure 20 is normalised for the time between conditions, so that every data point represents an average of 10% of exercise time. Therefore, the relationship shows that despite differences in exercise time resulting from the specific protocols used, greater increases in HR occur relative to VO₂ during eccentric than concentric cycling. Furthermore, these increases occurred over more stages during eccentric compared with concentric cycling, and thus the same heart rate and oxygen consumption were maintained over a greater range of power outputs. For example, 50% of the eccentric peak power output resulted in a heart rate of 116 ± 30 bpm, which is similar to 115 ± 23 bpm observed at only 30% of the concentric peak power output. At these heart rates, oxygen consumption was lower during eccentric cycling (14.7 ± 2.4 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹), than concentric cycling (21.3 ± 3 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹). Such differences in the relationship between HR and VO₂
during concentric and eccentric cycling has previously been reported during submaximal exercise (309,313). However, this is the first study to show that this difference increases with increasing intensity (Figure 20). Based on these findings, heart rate zones determined from an incremental concentric cycling test to task failure should not be used to prescribe training during eccentric cycling directly. Preferably, exercise intensity during eccentric cycling should be prescribed from the power outputs achieved specifically during an eccentric cycling test. Although the calculations in this study were successful at normalising for differences in total exercise time, future studies should consider comparing shorter incremental eccentric tests where participants start at a greater intensity to decrease potential influences of exercise time and accumulated fatigue on cardiopulmonary parameters.

The similar maximal heart rate between the concentric and eccentric incremental cycling tests may be explained by a combination of several factors including differences in thermogenesis, body position, breathing frequency and recruited muscle mass. It is plausible that greater heat production during eccentric muscle actions (323) as a result of the high mechanical load required to achieve the high power outputs, may have increased thermal strain leading to an increase in heart rate within the present study. But this difference was found utilising a modification of the Krogh bicycle ergometer (69) that consisted of a recumbent seat. The current study used upright seated cycling that required the use of the upper body muscles to work against the bike and remain on the seat in comparison to the recumbent position. Although the differences between upright seated and recumbent eccentric cycling have not been previously investigated, it can be assumed that the back of the seat during the recumbent position will increase stability and generated reaction forces that will decrease the required eccentric force production of the agonist's muscles. In that case, the performance during upright seated eccentric cycling is a more precise reflection of the true eccentric strength and maximal eccentric cycling capacity as it does not benefit from the additional support. Moreover, breathing frequency was the only pulmonary parameter that was not significantly different between concentric and eccentric cycling at both 50% of peak power output and task failure (Figure 22). Lechauve et al., (114) have previously reported a greater breathing frequency during eccentric recumbent cycling than concentric cycling at the same oxygen consumption (2 L·min⁻¹), and stated that this could be due to limited increases in the end-inspiratory lung volume because of the required trunk stabilisation. It is also possible that the higher heart rate during eccentric compared with concentric cycling was associated with an increased input from peripheral mechanical (joints and muscles) and chemical receptors (metaboreceptors) (324), as it has been also shown that the heart rate is greater during eccentric than concentric cycling.
when performed at the same VO$_2$ (47). Further studies are necessary to investigate the mechanisms underpinning the similar maximal heart rate despite large differences in oxygen consumption and peak power output between the concentric and eccentric cycling tests.

It is interesting to note that 71% of the variance of the eccentric peak power output was explained by peak power output during concentric cycling (Figure 22B). VO$_2$peak during concentric cycling (Figure 4a) and MVC torque of the knee extensors (Figure 22D) were only moderately correlated to the eccentric peak power. In contrast to the hypothesis, countermovement and squat jump heights and their ratio had no significant correlation with eccentric peak power output (Figure 23E-F). Eccentric cycling in this study was performed at a constant and uninterrupted cadence of at least 60 rpm, resulting in an angular velocity of approximately 180°s$^{-1}$ at the knee. As the knee joint can reach a peak angular velocity of 860°s$^{-1}$ during a countermovement jump (130), the countermovement to squat jump ratio (eccentric utilisation ratio) may not be able to characterise eccentric peak power output accordingly. Furthermore, this underlines the questionable assumption that the eccentric utilisation ratio is a valid representation of eccentric “ability”, “skill”, “capacity” or even eccentric strength. Performance during specific skills like jumps or changes of direction is affected by many different factors. Although eccentric strength or coordination could be a factor influencing performance during jumping, one should be careful when generalising relationships between various forms of exercises that include eccentric muscle actions.

Individuals with a greater concentric strength are able to produce more torque with decreasing concentric velocities and increasing eccentric velocities (325). For concentrically stronger participants it might have been easier for them to resist an increase in speed of the pedals during the latter stages of the eccentric test. Indeed, with fatigue, it would have become more difficult for the participants to resist the motor of the eccentric ergometer that increased the cadence to match the target power output, despite participants attempting to maintain the target cadence. Failure to generate large torque to maintain the target cadence at maximal intensities may also be related to an initial suboptimal cadence choice. It is plausible that optimal and freely chosen cadence may differ between eccentric and concentric cycling. Emanuele et al. (132) reported that a freely chosen cadence during concentric cycling differed up to 20 rpm among individuals, and this depended on intensity and duration of the exercise. Additionally, the freely chosen cadence may be different from the energetically optimal cadence (327). Further research is needed to understand the influence of cadence on eccentric cycling capacity better. The moderate correlation between the MVC torque of the knee extensors and eccentric peak power output could be explained by the involvement of other
muscles such as iliopsoas, gluteus, gastrocnemius and soleus during eccentric cycling (45). It should be noted that electromyographic activity of the vastus lateralis was reduced after familiarisation to eccentric cycling (328), but the present study had several familiarisation sessions before the incremental eccentric cycling test. Furthermore, there were 3 to 8 weeks between the concentric and eccentric incremental tests, where participants performed a total of 8 eccentric cycling sessions. It is possible that the total of 8 eccentric cycling sessions had induced a training effect on the participant’s strength or cardiovascular characteristics. Future studies may control for such effects if the concentric cycling test is repeated a couple of days after the last eccentric session and before the eccentric cycling test.

As presented by the high power outputs achieved by the participants in the present study, the incremental maximal eccentric cycling test appears feasible and safe within this healthy population. However, when this test cannot be performed, other options to determine or estimate eccentric peak power output should be considered. This is especially important for the application of eccentric cycling to older adults and clinical populations. For instance, training intensity of eccentric cycling could be determined based on concentric peak power output, since the concentric peak power correlated reasonably well with the eccentric peak power output (Figure 22B). Secondly, the efficacy of using submaximal HR, VO₂ and power output to predict maximal eccentric cycling performance needs to be established, as has been done in concentric tasks (316). Such submaximal protocols would be suitable for a wide range of populations and would make it easier to set up eccentric cycling protocols. Lastly, due to the novelty of the eccentric cycling in comparison to concentric cycling, which is learned from a young age, could increase the inter-individual differences. It is plausible to assume that participants with a greater history of eccentric loading could perform better during eccentric cycling. For example, one participant had a 21 % (40 bpm) lower HR and 43% (29 ml/kg/min) lower oxygen consumption (Figure 21D & 21E) during eccentric cycling, but reached only 36 % greater power output (492 W) than during concentric cycling, which is clearly lower than the average increase of 53%. During concentric cycling, he achieved 361 W with a VO₂peak of 51 ml/kg/min (Figure 21A & 21B), both above the average of the group. As his aerobic capacity was not limiting performance, other factors might: suboptimal eccentric coordination to apply his high isometric strength of 389.84 Nm (Figure 23C) or a potentially lower stiffness in the muscle-tendon unit as indicated by a countermovement to squat jump height ratio of 1 (Figure 23F). Specific prior eccentric loading and coordination (67) was not determined in this study but should be considered as a potential influence on performance outcomes during eccentric cycling in future studies.
4.6 Conclusions

In conclusion, this is the first study to present the cardio-pulmonary differences during eccentric and concentric cycling until volitional exhaustion. Although the differences in maximal power output and peak oxygen consumption have been previously reported for submaximal intensities, it is crucial to point out that none of the previous studies (309,313) has investigated these differences during maximal intensities with accumulated fatigue until exhaustion. Especially the similar maximal heart rate was not expected based on findings from these previous studies investigating differences in submaximal intensities. It is known that such “all-out” intensities result in drastically different cardiopulmonary responses during concentric exercise in comparison to submaximal intensities. Therefore, the effects of protocols conducted till exhaustion have to be studied during continuous eccentric cycling to understand potential maximal eccentric cycling capacity truly. Thus, the unique findings of the present study indicate that especially the relationship between heart rate and oxygen consumption per power output differ between incremental eccentric and concentric cycling tests till exhaustion. Furthermore, concentric peak power output was the best correlate with eccentric peak power output, but the individual variability in the magnitude of difference in peak parameters between eccentric and concentric cycling has to be considered. Thus, when prescribing eccentric cycle training, after an adequate amount of familiarisation sessions (3-6), an assessment of eccentric peak power from an incremental eccentric cycling test is recommended. The use of heart rate for eccentric cycling prescription requires some caution. Future research should investigate other incremental eccentric cycling test protocols including the effect of cadence on eccentric cycling performance, and set up a standardised protocol to determine eccentric cycling intensity for exercise prescription.
CHAPTER FIVE

STUDY TWO

Oxygen consumption, rate of perceived exertion and enjoyment in high-intensity interval eccentric cycling
5.1 Abstract

To compare oxygen consumption (VO$_2$) and perceptual responses between continuous and interval eccentric cycling protocols in order to test the hypothesis that metabolic demand and enjoyment would be greater for interval than continuous eccentric cycling protocols. Eleven recreationally active men (n=9) and women (32.6 ± 9.4 y) performed a concentric cycling test to determine peak power output (PPO) followed by five eccentric cycling protocols on separate occasions; continuous eccentric cycling at 60% of PPO for 20 min at 60 rpm (CONT$_{20@60%}$) and 13.2 min at 90 rpm (CONT$_{13@60%}$), 4 x 4 min at 75% of PPO with 2 min rest (INT$_{4x4@75%}$), 12 x 1 min at 100% of PPO with 1 min rest (INT$_{1x12@100%}$) and 10 x 1 min at 150% of PPO with 1 min rest (INT$_{1x10@150%}$). Gas exchange and power output were recorded continuously, and rate of perceived exertion (RPE) and enjoyment were assessed after each exercise. Total VO$_2$ including the rest periods was the greatest (p<0.0001) during INT$_{1x10@150%}$ (382 ± 73 ml·kg$^{-1}$) and lowest (p<0.0001) during CONT$_{13@60%}$ (146 ± 27 ml·kg$^{-1}$). Total VO$_2$ during INT$_{1x12@100%}$ (312 ± 59 ml·kg$^{-1}$) was greater (p<0.0001) than CONT$_{20@60%}$ (246 ± 63 ml·kg$^{-1}$) and INT$_{4x4@75%}$ (257 ± 42 ml·kg$^{-1}$). RPE was greater (p<0.0001) after INT$_{1x10@150%}$ (17 ± 2) than other conditions, but perceived enjoyment was not significantly different between protocols. It was concluded that the interval protocols increased metabolic demand without increasing RPE and enjoyment. It appears that high-intensity interval protocols can be used in eccentric cycling prescription.
5.2 Introduction

It has been well documented that oxygen consumption (VO\textsubscript{2}) during eccentric cycling is 40-80% lower when compared with concentric cycling at the same workload (8,36,309). As a result, much greater power outputs can be achieved during eccentric than concentric cycling for the same VO\textsubscript{2} (8). The lower metabolic demand in eccentric cycling is an advantage since improvements in muscle strength and muscle volume can be achieved with reduced metabolic cost (23,288). Conversely, it seems difficult to improve aerobic capacity by eccentric cycling, as reported by previous studies showing that maximal oxygen consumption was unchanged (329), slightly reduced (23,24) or in one case increased (70) following eccentric cycle training. It should be noted that all of these studies used continuous eccentric cycling at relatively low intensities (197-309 W). Eccentric cycling sprints can potentially be performed at power outputs up to 1700 W (255). However, it is not known what intensities can be performed over durations longer than that used for a short (e.g., 6 s) eccentric cycling sprint.

Many studies have reported that high-intensity interval training (HIT) is effective in rapidly improving maximal oxygen consumption (82,103). The improvement in maximal oxygen consumption after HIT is achieved despite a lower total work, a reduced total exercise time, or the same total VO\textsubscript{2} when compared with continuous exercise (103,330–332). Furthermore, HIT has been shown to be more enjoyable than continuous exercise (333–335), but it appears that such perceptual differences are affected by the protocols. For example, Foster et al. (336) reported that HIT protocols with a large work to rest ratio (2:1) were less enjoyable than continuous protocols, and Martinez et al. (337) showed that this was also the case for longer intervals than 60 s. Rating of perceived exertion (RPE) has been reported to be similar between HIT and continuous conventional cycling exercise (338). RPE was used in several training studies in which continuous eccentric cycling protocols were used (23,27), but RPE in interval eccentric cycling protocols has not been reported. It is plausible that HIT eccentric cycling provides a unique exercise modality that could simultaneously induce significant neuromuscular and cardiovascular adaptations at a relatively low RPE. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous study has examined the physiological and perceptual responses to interval eccentric cycling.

Therefore, the present study compared two continuous eccentric cycling protocols and three interval eccentric cycling protocols for VO\textsubscript{2}, rating of perceived exertion and enjoyment. It was hypothesised that interval eccentric cycling would require greater total VO\textsubscript{2} and result in greater perceived exertion and enjoyment when compared with continuous eccentric cycling.
5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Participants

Eleven healthy participants (9 men and 2 women) volunteered for this study. Their mean (±SD) age, height, body mass, maximal oxygen consumption (VO$_{2peak}$) and concentric cycling peak power output (PPO) were 33 ± 9 y, 181.4 ± 8.2 cm, 81.1 ± 17.1 kg, 44 ± 7 ml·kg$^{-1}$·min$^{-1}$ and 294 ± 61 W, respectively. Participants were training recreationally in cycling, cricket or volleyball, but had not been involved in any structured eccentric exercise. Participants were excluded if they performed any sport on a regional level or above, or they had performed structured strength and/or endurance training in the last 6 months. Participants were instructed to refrain from caffeine, alcohol, and exercise for 48 h before each visit to the laboratory. The effect size was estimated to be 0.93 for a possible difference in VO$_2$ between interval and continuous eccentric cycling, based on a concentric cycling study that compared interval and continuous protocols (339). Using a G*Power (Version 3.0.10, 2008, Kiel, Germany), it was found that 9 participants would suffice, with an $\alpha$ level of 0.05 and a power of 0.8 (1-\(\beta\)). They were informed of the requirements and risks associated with the study and provided written consent in accordance with the Institutional Human Research Ethics Committee.

5.3.2 Study design

Participants visited the laboratory on nine separate occasions (Figure 24). The following order was chosen as familiarisation to eccentric cycling and to minimise muscle damage (36). During the first visit, participants performed a concentric incremental cycling test. During the next three visits, participants were familiarised with eccentric cycling while performing 5, 8 and 10 minutes at 30, 30 and 40% of their concentric PPO, respectively. During the subsequent five visits, participants performed two continuous and three intermittent cycling protocols described below in a semi-randomised fashion. The familiarisation sessions were separated by 1 to 2 day, and the five eccentric cycling protocols by 2 to 14 days.
Figure 25: The design of study 2, with the incremental test (diagonal arrow), the three familiarisations (FAM1-3), and five experimental sessions (ECC1-5). The time between sessions is shown in green. The measurements of the rating of perceived exertion (RPE) and enjoyment before and after each session are shown in light blue. The measurements of oxygen consumption (VO₂) during experimental sessions are shown in purple.

5.3.3 Incremental concentric test till task failure

Participants completed a 3-minute concentric cycling warm-up at 50 W and 60 rpm before commencing an incremental protocol on a Velotron cycle ergometer (RacerMate, Inc., Seattle, Washington USA). The test started at 75 W and increased by 25 W every minute until exhaustion. Cadence was self-selected, but the test was terminated when cadence decreased below 60 rpm for more than 30 s. Participants were provided with visual feedback of power output, cadence and elapsed time, and verbal encouragement during the final stages. The PPO was calculated based on the last completed stage and used to determine intensity in subsequent sessions. Throughout the trial, expired gas was measured with each breath and averaged over every 15 s using a metabolic cart (TrueOne 2400, ParvoMedics, Sandy, USA). The ventilometer and gas analyser was calibrated before each test using a 3-L syringe (5530 series, Hans Rudolph, Inc., Shawnee, Kansas, U.S.A.) and gas of known O₂ and CO₂ concentrations. Peak oxygen consumption (VO₂peak) was taken as the highest 15 s mean.

5.3.4 Continuous and interval eccentric cycling protocols

Five different eccentric cycling protocols were performed on an eccentric cycling ergometer (Cyclus2 Eccentric Trainer, RBM Elektronik-Automation GmbH, Leipzig, Germany) (Table 1). There were two continuous eccentric cycling protocols: 20 minutes at 60% of concentric PPO (CONT20@60%) and 13.2 minutes at 60% of concentric PPO (CONT13@60%), with the former performed at 60 rpm, and the latter at 90 rpm. Interval eccentric cycling was performed in three different protocols: 4 x 4 min at 75% of concentric PPO with a 2-min rest
between bouts (INT\textsubscript{4x4@75%}), 12 x 1 min at 100\% of concentric PPO with a 1-min rest between bouts (INT\textsubscript{1x12@100%}), and 10 x 1 min at 150\% of concentric PPO with a 1-min rest between bouts (INT\textsubscript{1x10@150%}). The interval designs of 10 x 1 min (98,106) and 4 x 4 min (340) are often used to study interval concentric cycling. The 10 x 1 min were adapted to 12 intervals to match the total workload with INT\textsubscript{4x4@75%} and CONT\textsubscript{20@60%}. The intensity of 150\% of PPO in INT\textsubscript{1x10@150%} was chosen as it was close to the mean power output achievable during a 6 s eccentric cycling sprint (255), and the total workload for this protocol was greater than others.

The eccentric ergometer was set to isokinetic mode at 60 rpm for all protocols except CONT\textsubscript{13@60%}, which was performed in the isokinetic mode as well, but at 90 rpm. As with 90 rpm more contractions, and therefore more work was performed during each exercise minute, to account for the same total workload as 3 of the other session the duration during CONT\textsubscript{13@60%} was adjusted to 13.2 minutes. Due to the constant cadence, it was not possible to produce an entirely constant power output. To ensure participants maintain the target power output, they were provided live visual feedback (2 Hz) on their power output as both a line and a number on a computer screen. A target power output was also displayed on the screen. To analyse the success of reaching the target power output the ratio between the actual and target power output was calculated. Actual power output was measured at 2 Hz and was calculated for CONT\textsubscript{20@60%} and CONT\textsubscript{13@60%} as the mean for the whole protocol, while for the interval protocols the average power output during each interval was calculated first before taking the mean of all intervals.

5.3.5 Dependant variables

Throughout the trials, VO\textsubscript{2} was measured using the metabolic cart. Average relative VO\textsubscript{2} was compared between the first and last minute for each interval protocol, and between the second and last minute for the continuous protocols. The VO\textsubscript{2(total)} was defined as the area under the curve (AUC) of the VO\textsubscript{2} throughout each entire protocol (including the rest periods). Additionally, VO\textsubscript{2(cycling)} during cycling only was calculated as VO\textsubscript{2(total)} divided by exercise time excluding rest time. While it may be possible to determine the total energy cost, this was not done since the substrate oxidation during eccentric cycling is controversial (80,341). It is currently unclear if the greater respiratory exchange ratio observed during eccentric than concentric cycling (313) is due to substrate utilisation. Immediately following exercise,
participants rated their perceived exertion (RPE) using the 6 to 20 Borg’s scale and completed the validated 8-item Physical Activity Enjoyment Scale (PACES) (333). In the familiarisation sessions, participants were familiarised with the assessment of the rate of perceived exertion (RPE) using the 6 to 20 Borg’s scale (342), and the 8-item physical activity enjoyment scale (PACES) (333). Participants were informed that RPE was in reference to the degree of difficulty experienced during the exercise. Participants were asked directly after cessation of exercise; “rate your current level of whole-body exertion on the scale from 6 to 20.” For the enjoyment, participants were asked immediately after the exercise; “rate how you feel at the moment about the physical activity you have just completed.” It was explained that a scale of 4 represented “neutral.” Rating of perceived enjoyment was calculated as the average of 8 items on the PACES scale.

5.3.6 Statistical analysis

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare relative VO$_2$, VO$_2$(total), VO$_2$(cycling), RPE and enjoyment, followed by a Tukey’s post hoc test for multiple comparisons. An unpaired t-test was used to compare actual and target power outputs. The effect size for total and exercise VO$_2$ were determined using Hedges’ g. The significance level was set at P < 0.05. All statistical analyses were performed using statistical software (GraphPad Prism version 7.02, GraphPad Software, La Jolla California, USA).

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Power output

The actual power output was not significantly (p ≥ 0.1264) different from the target for all protocols (Table 1). The average power output for each interval during the three interval eccentric cycling sessions is shown in Table 2.
Table 1: Intensity, cadence, cycling time, rest time, the total exercise time, total workload, target power, and actual power (range, mean ± SD of 11 participants) during continuous cycling protocols; 20 minutes at 60 rpm (CONT20@60%) or for 13.2 minutes at 90 rpm at 60% of peak power output (CONT13@60%), and interval eccentric cycling protocols; 4 x 4 min at 75% of peak power output with 2 min rest (INT4x4@75%), 12 x 1 min at 100% of peak power output with 1 min rest (INT1x12@100%) and 10 x 1 minute at 150% of peak power output with 1 min rest (INT1x10@150%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CONT20@60</th>
<th>INT4x4@75</th>
<th>INT1x12@100%</th>
<th>INT1x10@150%</th>
<th>CONT13@60%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensity (%) PPO</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadence (rpm)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycling Time (min)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest time (min)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise Time (min)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>218 ± 39</td>
<td>225 ± 40</td>
<td>205 ± 37</td>
<td>232 ± 42</td>
<td>235 ± 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>182 ± 32</td>
<td>233 ± 41</td>
<td>304 ± 56</td>
<td>456 ± 92</td>
<td>184 ± 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>183 ± 32</td>
<td>235 ± 39</td>
<td>285 ± 85</td>
<td>387 ± 129</td>
<td>198 ± 40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Average power in W (range, mean ± SD of 11 participants) during each interval for the interval eccentric cycling sessions: 4 x 4 min at 75% of peak power output with 2 min rest (INT4x4@75%), 12 x 1 min at 100% of peak power output with 1 min rest (INT1x12@100%) and 10 x 1 minute at 150% of peak power output with 1 min rest (INT1x10@150%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>INT1x12@100%</th>
<th>INT4x4@75%</th>
<th>INT1x10@150%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>298 ± 64</td>
<td>227 ± 42</td>
<td>400 ± 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>251 ± 122</td>
<td>235 ± 39</td>
<td>350 ± 173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>303 ± 52</td>
<td>238 ± 36</td>
<td>425 ± 78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>307 ± 52</td>
<td>225 ± 35</td>
<td>416 ± 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>301 ± 52</td>
<td>406 ± 83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>303 ± 52</td>
<td>411 ± 78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>310 ± 49</td>
<td>419 ± 77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>311 ± 41</td>
<td>426 ± 62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>304 ± 48</td>
<td>414 ± 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>306 ± 54</td>
<td>413 ± 72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>292 ± 38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>291 ± 49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4.2 Oxygen consumption

Changes in VO$_2$ over time for the five protocols are shown in Figure 25. During CONT$_{20@60%}$ VO$_2$ showed no difference (p = 0.0722) between the second and last minute, but during CONT$_{13@60%}$ VO$_2$ increased for this time period (P = 0.0017). VO$_2$ gradually increased with repetitions such that the VO$_2$ in the last bout was higher than the first bout during interval protocols (p ≤ 0.001).

Figure 26: Changes in oxygen consumption during eccentric exercise including resting time in continuous cycling for 20 minutes at 60 rpm (CONT$_{20@60%}$) or for 13.2 minutes at 90 rpm at 60% of peak power output (CONT$_{13@60%}$), interval eccentric cycling for 4 x 4 min at 75% of peak power output with 2 min of passive rest (INT$_{4x4@75%}$), 12 x 1 min at 100% of peak power output with 1 min rest (INT$_{1x12@100%}$) and 10 x 1 minute at 150% of peak power output with 1 minute rest (INT$_{1x10@150%}$).

VO$_2$(total) was 246 ± 63 ml·kg$^{-1}$·min$^{-1}$ for CONT$_{20@60%}$, 257 ± 42 ml·kg$^{-1}$ for INT$_{4x4@75%}$, 312 ± 59 ml·kg$^{-1}$ for INT$_{1x12@100%}$, 382 ± 73 ml·kg$^{-1}$ for INT$_{1x10@150%}$ and 146 ± 27 ml·kg$^{-1}$ for CONT$_{13@60%}$ (Figure 26A). VO$_2$(total) was the lowest during CONT$_{13@60%}$ (p < 0.0001, g = 2.13) and the highest during INT$_{1x10@150%}$ (p <0.0001, g = 1.10) among all protocols. VO$_2$(total) during INT$_{1x12@100%}$ was greater than CONT$_{20@60%}$ (p < 0.0001, g =1.13) and INT$_{4x4@75%}$. (p = 0.0006, g = 1.11).

VO$_2$(cycling) (the VO$_2$(total) – the rest VO$_2$) was 12.3 ± 3.2 ml·kg$^{-1}$·min$^{-1}$ for CONT$_{20@60%}$ , 16.1 ± 2.6 ml·kg$^{-1}$·min$^{-1}$ for INT$_{4x4@75%}$, 26.0 ± 4.9 ml·kg$^{-1}$·min$^{-1}$ for INT$_{1x12@100%}$, 38.2 ± 7.3 ml·kg$^{-1}$·min$^{-1}$ for INT$_{1x10@150%}$ and 11.1 ± 2.0 ml·kg$^{-1}$·min$^{-1}$ for CONT$_{13@60%}$ (Figure 26B). VO$_2$(cycling) was lower during CONT$_{13@60%}$ than that of the three interval protocols (p ≤ 0.001, g ≥ 2.22). VO$_2$(cycling) during INT$_{1x10@150%}$ was the largest among the protocols (p < 0.0001, g ≥ 2.05), and VO$_2$ during INT$_{1x12@100%}$ was greater than that of CONT$_{20@60%}$ (p < 0.0001, g = 3.46).
and INT_{4x4@75\%} (p = 0.0006, g = 2.62). Additionally, VO_2(cycling) during INT_{4x4@75\%} was greater than CONT_{20@60\%} (p = 0.0171, g = 1.37).

Figure 27: Comparison of total oxygen consumption during the whole exercise (A) and cycling VO_2 representing oxygen consumption per minute of cycling time only (B) between continuous cycling for 20 minutes at 60 rpm (CONT_{20@60\%}) or for 13.2 minutes at 90 rpm at 60\% of peak power output (CONT_{13@60\%}), interval eccentric cycling for 4 x 4 min at 75\% of peak power output with 2 min of passive rest (INT_{4x4@75\%}), 12 x 1 min at 100\% of peak power output with 1 min rest (INT_{1x12@100\%}) and 10 x 1 minute at 150\% of peak power output with 1 minute rest (INT_{1x10@150\%}). *: significant difference between conditions (P < 0.05)

5.4.3 Rating of perceived exertion and enjoyment

RPE was 12 ± 2 after CONT_{20@60\%}, 13 ± 2 after INT_{4x4@75\%}, 13 ± 2 after INT_{1x12@100\%}, 17 ± 2 after INT_{1x10@150\%} and 13 ± 2 after CONT_{13@60\%}. RPE was greater during INT_{1x10@150\%}.
(17 ± 2) when compared with other conditions (p < 0.0001). No significant differences in RPE were evident among CONT20@60% (12 ± 2), INT4×4@75% (13 ± 2), INT1x10@150% (13 ± 2), and CONT13@60% (13 ± 2). There were no differences in perceived enjoyment between CONT20@60% (41 ± 10), INT4×4@75% (41 ± 10), INT1x12@100% (44 ± 8), INT1x10@150% (41 ± 8), and CONT13@60% (41 ± 10).

5.5 Discussion

The main findings were that: i) oxygen consumption was greater during interval eccentric cycling protocols when compared with continuous eccentric cycling protocols, despite similar total workloads, ii) the oxygen consumption of continuous eccentric cycling was not significantly different between 60 and 90 rpm.

The higher VO₂ observed during interval compared with continuous eccentric cycling observed in this study is likely due to the greater power outputs. Indeed, power output was 111% greater during INT1x10@150% than CONT20@60%. Interestingly, these differences were at least twofold greater than the differences (20-60%) in power output or running velocity between interval and continuous protocols in concentric exercise (339,343,344), and highlight the high power that can be achieved during eccentric cycling. But despite the greater exercise intensity during INT1x10@150% and INT1x12@100% participants achieved on average 85% and 94% of the target power output, respectively. The up to 15% lower actual power output indicates that interval eccentric cycling at greater intensity could be more difficult to perform than continuous forms of eccentric cycling. Additionally, although there were significant differences in oxygen consumption between continuous and interval protocols, these differences might be underestimated, as participants were not able to achieve the programmed power output. It is possible that after a longer introduction to eccentric cycling, after several more training session and with a more specific training design, participants would be able to successfully achieve the target power output and increase oxygen consumption even more. Furthermore, even when examining VO₂ over the entire trial (VO₂(total)), it was greater during interval compared with continuous eccentric cycling. The greater VO₂ may be due to differences in metabolism, interval design, or other factors, including recruitment of synergistic muscles or lack of specific eccentric coordination.

The greater VO₂ might be influenced by an increased demand for aerobic metabolism to drive the eccentric muscle actions. It is possible that due to the greater maximal eccentric than concentric strength (8), the threshold for mainly aerobic substrate utilisation is also greater during eccentric muscle actions. In such a case the greater intensity of the interval protocols
would not be high enough to require a shift towards an anaerobic metabolism. Eccentric cycling has the potential to require greater fat oxidation than concentric cycling at the same power output during exercise (80). When compared at the same VO2 and therefore a 2.5 times greater power output during eccentric than concentric cycling, there was no difference in substrate utilisation (341). Despite a greater heart rate and blood pressure during continuous eccentric in comparison to continuous concentric cycling at the same VO2, there were no differences in local muscle oxygenation (345). In light of possible differences in RER between eccentric and concentric cycling (313), the greater fat oxidation during eccentric cycling is questionable, and it is not clear if the calculations used to determine substrate utilisation are valid for eccentric muscle actions. Thus, it is not known whether any difference in the metabolism exists between interval eccentric and continuous eccentric cycling.

The relationship between intensity, work to rest ratio and interval duration might affect VO2 during eccentric cycling differently than during concentric cycling. Due to the greater power output during interval eccentric, the rest periods might have been not long enough to equalise VO2 in comparison to the continuous protocols. As the work to rest ratio in INT1x12@100% and INT3x10@150% was 1:1, and their total oxygen consumption was greater than that of INT3x4@75% with the work to rest ratio of 2:1 (Figure 26), it is possible that the 25 to 75% difference in intensity was more relevant to increasing VO2 than a high work to rest ratio. A greater work to rest ratio than 1 in concentric exercise sustains VO2 closer to VO2peak for a longer time, which is important to increase cardiovascular adaptations (99). Additionally, the longer interval duration of INT4x4@75% in this study did not lead to a greater total oxygen consumption than CONT20@60%. The results of the current study suggest that for interval eccentric cycling a work to rest ratio of 1:1 at or above 100% PPO is enough to increase total oxygen consumption significantly. It may be that an interval protocol with the intensity of ≥ 100% PPO and the work to rest ratio of > 1 (e.g., 2 min work, 1 min rest) increases VO2 further. In studies on level running or concentric cycling, it has been reported that total oxygen consumption was similar between continuous and interval protocols (331,333) when the work to rest ratio was 1:1 or smaller. Average and peak VO2 was only greater in an interval design with a work to rest ratio of 3:1 (343). Therefore, in contrast to concentric exercise, a 1:1 work to rest ratio, was enough to significantly increase total and cycling oxygen consumption.

Coordination in eccentric cycling could have contributed to the differences in VO2 between interval and continuous protocols. It is interesting that when the cadence was increased from 60 rpm to 90 rpm, the total oxygen consumption was significantly different between CONT20@60% and CONT13@60% (Figure 26), but cycling only oxygen consumption was not
different (Figure 2B). These results differ to concentric cycling where greater cadences above ~60 rpm are typically found to be less economical (i.e. higher VO\textsubscript{2}) (346). The reason for such differences between eccentric and concentric cycling is not clear. However, these results indicate that individuals may utilise higher cadences during eccentric cycling if they are unable to maintain a required torque, without influencing aerobic demands. The choice of a higher cadence could be beneficial for individuals who are not able to generate the required torque to meet a target power output at a lower cadence for continuous eccentric cycling protocols. The absorption of force during daily physical activities could be considered a specific skill that may transfer between modalities. An individual that has a well-developed eccentric skill on the eccentric cycling bike may perform better during other physical activities dominated by eccentric muscle actions, such as downhill running or skiing. Greater intensities during these eccentric modalities require greater energy expenditure. Thus it is possible that high-intensity interval cycling similarly increases VO\textsubscript{2}.

Furthermore, other factors such as recruitment of other muscles could have increased the total oxygen consumption observed during interval compared with continuous eccentric cycling. Agonist muscles used during eccentric cycling, such as ankle flexors, hip flexors and extensors (347) could require greater muscle activation during the interval protocols. Moreover, since during upright eccentric cycling upper body muscles were used to remain seated, it may have contributed to the greater VO\textsubscript{2} during interval than continuous protocols.

Several studies reported that interval protocols were more enjoyable than continuous protocols (333,335), but this was not found in another study (338). HIT protocols with a 2:1 work to rest ratio (336) and reported that HIT protocols with a large work to rest ratio (2:1) or with a longer interval than 60 s (337) were shown to be less enjoyable than continuous protocols. The present study found no significant difference in the perceived enjoyment between the protocols. The three familiarisation sessions were sufficient to avoid muscle damage, but it is possible that the exercise was still perceived as novel. It should be noted that eccentric cycling is a unique form of locomotion that requires many sessions to develop a skill to cycle naturally. Thus the novelty of the eccentric cycling may have affected the enjoyment.

RPE was high (17 ± 2) in INT\textsubscript{1x10@150%}, but other protocols showed a similar RPE (~ 15). It is possible that the novelty of the exercise influenced the perceptual responses during eccentric
cycling at higher intensities. RPE relates to increases in heart rate, ventilation and oxygen consumption (348), but does not reflect increases in intensity during continuous eccentric cycling (349). A large variability in the use of RPE exists among studies in terms of the interpretation of the scale (350). Future studies should design and implement psychophysiological measurements specifically for eccentric exercise.

One limitation of the study was that rating of perceived effort (349) or fatigue (351) were not assessed in the study. Since the sample size estimation did not include RPE and enjoyment, it is possible that the sample size was not adequate to detect differences between protocols. However, the differences do not appear to be practically significant, even if a statistical significance was found by increasing the sample size. In the present study, heart rate was not focused, but it would have been better to compare the protocols for heart rate responses. It is possible that other cardiovascular parameters such as blood pressure, stroke volume or muscle oxygenation present significant differences between interval and continuous eccentric cycling.

5.6 Conclusion

The current study found that the interval eccentric cycling protocols required a higher VO\textsubscript{2} than the continuous eccentric cycling protocols, but RPE was similar between the protocols. Even for the interval protocol in which the highest VO\textsubscript{2} was achieved, VO\textsubscript{2} was still under 60\% of VO\textsubscript{2peak}. No significant difference in perceived enjoyment was evident between the protocols. These results suggest that interval protocols should be considered for prescription of eccentric cycling. Further studies should investigate the effects of interval eccentric cycling training on cardiovascular and neuromuscular adaptations.
CHAPTER SIX

STUDY THREE

Effects of high-intensity interval eccentric versus concentric cycling training
6.1 Abstract

This study compared the training effects of high-intensity interval eccentric (EC) versus concentric cycling (CC). Healthy men (19-56 y) performed EC (n=9) or CC (n=8) twice a week for 8 weeks on an isokinetic cycling ergometer. Training intensity was matched for perceived effort and started at 30% and 45%, and increased to 36% and 70% of concentric peak power output (PPO) for CC and EC, respectively. Both groups started with 5 x 2 min with a 1-min rest and progressively increased to 7 x 2 min with a 30-s rest between repetitions. The dependent variables included peak oxygen consumption (VO₂peak), PPO in an incremental concentric cycling test (PPOinc), 6-min walking distance (6MW), 10 s concentric peak power output (PPO₁₀s), maximal isometric strength of the knee extensors (MVC), countermovement (CMJ) and squat jump heights (SJ), quadriceps cross-sectional area (CSA), and fascicle length and pennation angle of vastus lateralis. Changes in the variables from before and after training were compared between EC and CC by a two-way ANOVA, t-test and Hedges’ g effect size. Greater increases were evident for EC than CC for PPO₁₀s (EC: 26.9 ± 10.5% vs. CC: 8.9 ± 8.0%, P=0.0013, g=2.03), CMJ (3.9 ± 1.8% vs. -3.3 ± 7.4%, P=0.0131, g=1.46) and SJ (7.4 ± 4.7% vs. -2.3 ± 4.4%, P=0.0005; g=2.26) and CSA (6.1 ± 4.7% vs. 0.1 ± 3.8%, P=0.0116; g=1.48), but not for VO₂peak (P=0.3052; g=-0.55), PPOinc (P=0.8323; g=-0.11), 6MW (P=0.0647; g=-1.03) and MVC (P=0.2712; g=0.59). It was concluded that EC was more effective than CC for improving both muscle function and endurance.
6.2 Introduction

In eccentric cycling, knee extensor muscles perform repeated eccentric muscle actions when resisting to backward rotations of the crank (308). It has been reported that oxygen consumption during eccentric cycling is 40-60% lower than that during concentric cycling at the same power output (8,36). Previous studies (23,24,67,299) used eccentric cycling protocols consisting of 10 to 30 minutes of continuous cycling started training at approximately 60% of maximal heart rate or 20-60% of concentric peak power output. In such protocols, the relative intensity to maximal eccentric cycling capability at the start of training is low (e.g. 100-200 W), considering the highest power output during eccentric cycling could reach 1700 W during a sprint (255).

Several studies reported that low-intensity eccentric cycling performed for 10-30 min per session for over 25 sessions in 6-11 weeks improved muscle strength (24), muscle size (23), and jumping and stair walking ability (10,22). Although Meyer et al. (71) have shown that eccentric cycling training improves maximal oxygen consumption in a clinical population, the effect of such training on cardiovascular parameters in healthy populations is equivocal (23,70). It appears that the less metabolic demand nature of eccentric cycling is a disadvantage for improving aerobic capacity.

Performing high-intensity interval training (HIT) has been shown to be effective in improving maximal oxygen consumption and exercise performance (103), insulin sensitivity (95), and an array of markers associated with enhanced mitochondrial biogenesis and function (90), but not for increasing muscle strength and muscle size (352). HIT is an efficient mode of exercise that requires a short exercise time, which is important since the time taken for exercise is a factor affecting the compliance to exercise (353). Thus, an exercise protocol that requires less time but produce greater effects on health and fitness parameters is warranted.

It may be that a combination of a HIT protocol with eccentric cycling provides a greater stimulus to not only muscle function but also aerobic capacity when compared with low-intensity continuous eccentric cycling. However, to date, eccentric cycling research has predominately used continuous protocols performed at low intensities. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no previous study has investigated the effects of HIT eccentric cycling training on aerobic performance, muscle morphology and function. It is possible that HIT eccentric cycling training produces greater adaptations in these parameters when compared with HIT concentric cycling training.

Therefore, the present study compared the effects of HIT eccentric versus concentric cycling training on aerobic performance, muscle morphology and muscle function. It was
hypothesized that changes in muscle morphology and function would be greater after 8 weeks of HIT eccentric cycling, while changes in VO$_{2 \text{peak}}$ would be greater after of HIT concentric cycling, but changes in aerobic performance such as 6-min walking distance and incremental peak power would be similar between training groups.

6.3 Methods

6.3.1 Participants

Seventeen men who were physically active (performing exercise or sports at least once a week) volunteered to participate in the study. None of the participants had performed any specific eccentric exercise, beyond those performed in daily activities, in the 6 months prior to the study. Participants reported that they were not under any medication or had any history of lower limb musculoskeletal injuries. Participants were also instructed to refrain from exercise, alcohol and caffeine in the 48 h prior to each testing session. Participants were fully informed of the requirements and risks associated with the study and provided written informed consent before participation in accordance with the institutional Human Research Ethics Committee that approved this study. Their mean ± SD age, body mass and height were 37.0 ± 10.5 years, 83.9 ± 13.5 kg, and 178.3 ± 7.2 cm, respectively. The participants were randomly placed in a group performing eccentric cycling training (n=9) or a group performing concentric cycling training (n=8). No significant difference in the average age, body mass and height were found between the groups.

6.3.2 Study design

All participants performed either interval concentric (CC) or eccentric cycling (EC) training twice a week for 8 weeks (Figure 27). Baseline measurements were taken 3 to 7 days before the first training session, and all measurements were repeated 2 to 5 days following the last training session. The outcome measures included 6-minute walking distance (6MW), countermovement jump height (CMJ), squat jump height (SJ), maximal voluntary isometric contraction strength of the knee extensors (MVC), peak oxygen consumption (VO$_{2 \text{peak}}$), incremental peak power output (PPO$_{\text{inc}}$), quadriceps cross-sectional area (CSA), fascicle length (FL), pennation angle (PA), and concentric sprint peak power output (PPO$_{10\text{s}}$) in the measurement order.

The first day of the testing included 6MW, CMJ, SJ, MVC and an incremental cycling test to exhaustion, and CSA, FL and PA of the quadriceps were measured on the second day.
All participants were familiarized with cycling over two sessions to practice eccentric cycling (EC group) or experience concentric cycling (CC group), on an isokinetic cycling ergometer. A 10-s maximal concentric cycling sprint was performed to measure PPO_{10s} by all participants. The first familiarization session for the EC group consisted of 8 min eccentric cycling at 30% of PPO_{10s}, and 3 repetitions of 1 min concentric cycling at 30% of PPO_{10s} with 30-s rest between repetitions for CC group. The second familiarization session consisted of 10 min eccentric cycling at 35% of PPO_{10s} for EC and 2 repetitions of 2 min concentric cycling at 30% of PPO_{10s} with 1-min rest between repetitions for CC. The familiarisation sessions were completed 1 to 3 days before the first training session. All participants had 16 training sessions (twice a week for 8 weeks) detailed below. Changes in the outcome measures from baseline to post-training were compared between EC and CC groups.

6.3.3 Training protocols

Both training groups performed all sessions on the same isokinetic cycling ergometer (Grucox Isokinetic Ergometer, South Africa) at a constant cadence of 60 revolutions per minute (RPM). All training sessions were performed in intervals, and the training intensity and volume were periodised. The duration of cycling was always 2 min, but during the rest periods, the target wattage and effort were manipulated for each session (Figure 28A). Due to the different physiological characteristics between EC and CC (8,36), both groups were matched only for
training time and perceived effort. Exercise intensity was adjusted for each session based on the individual’s rating of perceived effort (scale from 0 to 10, with 0.5 increments), which was recorded after each repetition. Participants were also asked to rate their perceived effort for the training 1 min after each training session. The training sessions were periodised to have double peaks of intensity and volume in week 5 and week 7, with a decrease in the intensity and volume in week 8 (Figure 28A). The intensity of the training was set to the rating of perceived effort to be between 7 and 9 in the first to the second last sessions, and 6 in the last training session (Figure 28D). The target power output was increased from 45% to 70% of $PPO_{10s}$ for EC, and from 30% to 36% of $PPO_{10s}$ for CC. When the reported rating of perceived effort was above or below the target, the target power output was adjusted for the following repetitions. Both groups performed 5 repetitions of 2-min cycling with 1-min rest in the first session, and it increased to a maximum of 7 repetitions of 2-min with 30-s rest (Figure 28A).

6.3.4 Outcome measures

6.3.4.1 Muscle morphology

CSA, FL and PA were assessed via extended-field-of-view B-mode ultrasonography (10 MHz linear-array: Aloka SSD-alpha10, Aloka Co., Ltd., Tokyo Japan). For all three measurements, the images were obtained with the participant lying in a supine position rested for at least 10 min (354). At a distance of 33 (distal), 50 (mid) and 66% (proximal) from the middle point between the lateral centre of the knee joint and the top of the greater trochanter of the femur, three axial perpendicular lines were marked. Images were taken while applying consistent pressure to the probe over a transmission gel and muscle compression was avoided. On the marked lines, the probe was moved transversely over the thigh while taking a single continuous view. Three images were taken for each site and were analysed with a digitising software (ImageJ 1.41, Wayne Rusband, National Institutes of Health, USA) for cross-sectional area of all compartments of the quadriceps femoris at the distal, mid and proximal sites. All cross-sectional area measures were analysed in triplicate. Total CSA for each site was calculated by taking the sum of CSA for all quadriceps compartments at the relevant site (354).

Scans for FL and PA were taken from the vastus lateralis (VL) at a distance of 50% between the lateral centre of the knee joint and the top of the greater trochanter of the femur. Each point was marked with a 4-mm wide double-sided adhesive tape to provide a shadow in the ultrasound image. FA and PA were analysed using digitising software (ImageJ 1.41, Wayne Rusband, National Institutes of Health, USA). For vastus lateralis the fascicle at 50% of the distance from the deep aponeurosis to the superficial aponeurosis marked by the shadow...
produced by the adhesive tape was analyzed for length. Pennation angle for vastus lateralis was analyzed based on an additional line that was drawn from 3 mm above the starting point of the line drawn for the fascicle length at the deep aponeurosis to the shadow at 50% of the fascicle length. The FL and PA measures were analyzed in triplicate, and the average of the three measures was used for further analysis.

6.3.4.2 Aerobic performance

The incremental test was performed to establish PPO_{inc} and VO_{2peak} on a Velotron cycling ergometer (RacerMate, Inc., Seattle, Washington USA). Prior to the incremental test, participants completed a 3 min concentric warm-up at 50 W and 60 rpm. The incremental protocol began at 75 W and increased by 25 W every minute until volitional exhaustion, and verbal encouragement was provided during the final stages of the test. Participants were able to self-select their cadence during the concentric cycling test, and the test was terminated when the cadence dropped below 60 rpm for more than 30 s. The PPO_{inc} was calculated based on the last stage completed and pro rata of any uncompleted stages (i.e. 25 W / 60 s x time completed in the last stage). Expired gases were measured breath-by-breath and averaged every 15 s using a metabolic cart (TrueOne 2400 metabolic cart, ParvoMedics, Sandy, USA). The metabolic cart was calibrated before each test using gases of known concentrations and a 3-L syringe (5530 series, Hans Rudolph, Inc., Shawnee, Kansas, U.S.A.). The VO_{2peak} was the highest value in any 15 s interval. Heart rate was recorded using (S610, Polar, Finland), and maximal heart rate was noted as the highest heart rate observed in the test.

A six-minute walk test (6MW) was performed indoors between two cones placed 20 m apart with a mark every 5 m. Participants were instructed to start at the first cone, walk to the second cone 20 m away, turn around and repeat it for 6 minutes. For the turn participants were required to place any foot on the line drawn on the floor beside the cone. Any technique for the change of direction was allowed as long as one foot touched the line. Participants were strictly instructed to walk and not run. Participants were provided with verbal encouragement, and the time was indicated at 4, 3, and 1 min remaining. The total walking distance achieved was recorded. The CV for this test was 4.9%.

6.3.4.3 Muscle function

As shown in above, participants performed a 10 s seated cycling sprint at 60 rpm on the isokinetic cycling ergometer after a warm-up for 2 min and 30 s at 60 W. Verbal encouragement was provided during all sprints. PPO_{10s} was the highest power output reached in the 10 s.
Maximal voluntary isometric contraction torque of the knee extensors (MVC) was measured using a custom-made chair with a load cell (Xtran S1W, Applied Measurements, Melbourne, Australia) (321). The measurement was taken at 70° knee flexion from the right leg. Prior to the measurements participants performed a 5 min warm-up on a cycling ergometer (Monark 828E, Monark Exercise AB, Vansbro, Sweden) at 15% of their PPOinc and 60 rpm. The warm-up was followed by three submaximal isometric knee extensions for 3 s at 50%, 50% and 80% of a maximal effort, each with a 1-min passive rest in between. Then, three 3-s maximal isometric knee extensions were performed, separated by a 1-min passive rest. Participants were advised to contract as fast and as hard as possible, and trials with any countermovement were disregarded and repeated. The torque data was sampled at a frequency of 1000 Hz, and a digital zero-phase lag finite impulse response low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 14 Hz was applied. The attempt with the greatest peak torque value was used for further analysis. Verbal encouragement was provided during all measurements.

Countermovement and squat jumps were performed on a force plate (9290AD; Kistler Instruments, Winterthur, Switzerland). Participants performed all jumps at a self-chosen squat depth but with less than 90° knee flexion while hands were placed on their hips. For the countermovement jump (CMJ), participants were asked to jump as high as possible from an upright standing position on a count of three. During the squat jump (SJ), participants were asked to squat down, remain in the squat position for 3 s and then jump without any countermovement. Vocal encouragement was provided during both jumps. First, participants performed 3 countermovement jumps followed by 3 squat jumps. Participants freely choose their rest, but no more than 2 minutes was allowed between jumps. Maximal jump heights were measured based on the flight time using computer software (MARS 2.1, Kistler Instruments, Winterthur, Switzerland), and the highest value was used for further analysis. The CV for PPO10s, MVC, CMJ and SJ was 4.4%, 3.2%, 1.9% and 1.8%, respectively.

### 6.3.4 Statistical analysis

A two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the changes in the outcome measures from before to after the 8 weeks of training between EC and CC groups. When a significant interaction or time effect was found, a Sidak’s post hoc was followed. An independent t-test was used to compare the percentage change of each measure between EC and CC groups. Hedges’ $g$ was used to calculate the effect size for the magnitude of the changes in each measure within a group, as well as to compare the magnitude of percentage change between groups for each measure. The significance was set at $P < 0.05$ for
all analyses and all statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad statistical package (Prism version 7.02, GraphPad Software, La Jolla, California, USA).

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Training

Heart rate, power output and rating of perceived effort for each training session are presented in Figure 28B-D. The power output during all training sessions was greater during EC than CC (P < 0.0001). Heart rate (P ≥ 0.53) and sessional rating of perceived effort (P ≥ 0.06) was not different between groups for all training sessions, but average heart rate across all training sessions was significantly greater (P<0.0001) for CC (151 ± 8 bpm) than EC (138 ± 22 bpm).

Figure 29: Training program based on concentric peak power output (PPO) (A), and actual average power output (B), heart rate (C), and rating of perceived effort (D) over 16 training sessions for eccentric (EC) and concentric (CC) cycling training groups. A: the target power output is shown as the percentage of the peak power output achieved during a concentric 10s sprint. The duration of cycling was always 2 min per repetition, while the rest between repetitions was initially 60 s, and progressed to 45 s then 30 s. For each training session, the number of repetitions and rest time for each session were indicated in the bar (e.g. 5 repetitions, 60 s interval: 5x, 60s). D: Target rating of perceived effort for each session is shown above the x-axis. #: significant (P < 0.05) group effect, *: significant (P < 0.05) difference between groups

6.4.2 Muscle morphology

Significant interaction effects were found for changes in CSA measured at distal, mid and proximal sites between groups. As shown in Figure 29A, CSA at the mid-section increased significantly from pre- to post-training (P=0.0011, g=0.47) for EC, but not for CC (P=0.9623,
This was also the case for the distal (EC: P<0.0001, g=0.82; CC: P=0.787, g=-0.06) and proximal (EC: P<0.0001, g=0.6; CC: P=0.8268, g=-0.04) sites. The percentage change in total CSA at the mid-section was significantly greater (P=0.0116, g=1.48) for EC (6.1 ± 4.7%) than CC (0.1 ± 3.8%) (Figure 29B). This was also found for the distal (P=0.0054, g=1.68; EC: 10.6 ± 7.7%; CC: 1.3 ± 2.6%) and proximal (P=0.0007, g=2.2; ECC: 9.8 ± 5.5%; CC: 1 ± 2%) sections.

The FL of VL did not change significantly (F_{1,15} =1.158, P=0.2989) from pre- to post-training for EC and CC groups (Figure 29C), and no significant difference in the changes was evident between groups (P=0.4433, g=0.4) (Figure 29D). PA of VL also did not show significant (F_{1,15} =0.3216, P=0.5790) changes (Figure 29E), and no significant difference between EC and CC groups was found (P=0.9169, g=0.06) (Figure 29F).

Figure 30: Comparison between eccentric (EC) and concentric (CC) cycling training groups for changes in quadriceps cross sectional area (CSA) (panel A, B), fascicle length of the vastus lateralis (FL) (panel C, D) and pennation angle of the vastus lateralis (PA) (panel E, F). For each figure, individual data are plotted for changes in the variable from before (pre) to after training (post) on the left side (A, C, E), and percentage changes from pre- to post-training, and the average (long line) and ± 1SD (short lines) on the right side (B, D, F). Effect size (g) for the difference between EC and CC groups is also shown.
6.4.3 Aerobic performance

Significant time effects were found for changes in VO\textsubscript{2peak}, PPO\textsubscript{inc}, and 6MW. As shown in Figure 30A, the increase in VO\textsubscript{2peak} from pre- to post-training did not reach significance for EC (P=0.0532, g=0.19), but was significant for CC (P=0.0133, g=0.24). However, the magnitude of the VO\textsubscript{2peak} change was not significantly different (P=0.3052, g=-0.55) between EC (3.7 ± 3.9 %) and CC (6.6 ± 6.9 %) due to the large variability among participants (Figure 30B). PPO\textsubscript{inc} increased significantly after training for both EC (P=0.0013; g=0.35), and CC (P=0.0019, g=0.33) (Figure 30C). The magnitude of increase in PPO\textsubscript{inc} was similar (P=0.8323) between EC (6.0 ± 4.2 %) and CC (6.4 ± 4.6 %). The 6MW distance also increased after training for both EC (P=0.0119, g=0.66) and CC (P<0.0001, g=0.48) (Figure 30E), and the magnitude of the increase was similar (P=0.0647) between EC (4.5 ± 4.6 %) and CC (8.5 ± 3.5 %) (Figure 30F).

![Figure 31](image-url): Comparison between eccentric (EC) and concentric (CC) cycling training groups for changes in peak oxygen consumption (VO\textsubscript{2peak}) (panel A, B), peak power output achieved in an incremental concentric cycling test (PPO\textsubscript{inc}) (panel C, D) and distance covered in a 6 minute walking test (6MW) (panel E, F). For each figure, individual data are plotted for changes in the variable from before (pre) to after training (post) on the left side (A, C, E), and percentage changes from pre- to post-training, and the average (long line) and ± 1SD (short lines) on the right side (B, D, F). Effect size (g) for the difference between EC and CC groups is also shown.
6.4.4 Muscle function

Significant interaction effects were found for PPO\textsubscript{10s}, MVC, CMJ, and SJ. As shown in Figure 31A, PPO\textsubscript{10s} increased significantly from pre- to post-training (P<0.0001, \(g=1.71\)) after EC as well as CC (P=0.0348, \(g=0.56\)). The magnitude of increase in PPO\textsubscript{10s} was significantly (P=0.0013; \(g=2.03\)) greater for EC (26.9 ± 10.5\%) than CC (8.9 ± 8 \%) (Figure 31B). Compared to the baseline, MVC increased significantly for EC (P=0.0072, \(g=0.69\)) but not for CC (P=0.3029, \(g=0.47\)) (Figure 31C). However, no significant difference (P=0.2712, \(g=0.59\)) in the magnitude of change in MVC was found between EC (12.5 ± 13.3\%) and CC (6.2 ± 8.3 \%) due to the large variability among participants (Figure 31D). Neither EC (P=0. 0.0955, \(g=0.26\)) nor CC (P=0.1976; \(g=0.19\)) showed significant increases in CMJ after training (Figure 31E), but SJ increased after EC (P=0.0005, \(g=0.52\)) but not after CC (P= 0.3055; \(g=0.19\)) (Figure 31G). The magnitude of increase in CMJ (P=0.0131, \(g=1.46\); EC: 3.9 ± 1.8\%; CC: -3.2 ± 7.4 \%) and SJ (P=0.0005, \(g=2.26\); EC: 7.4 ± 4.7 CC: -2.3 ± 4.4 \%) were greater for EC than CC (Figure 31H).
Figure 32: Comparison between eccentric (EC) and concentric (CC) cycling training groups for peak power output achieved during a 10 s sprint (PPO10s) (panel A, B), maximal voluntary isometric strength of the knee extensors (MVC) (panel C, D), countermovement jump height (panel E, F) and squat jump height (G, H). For each figure, individual data are plotted for changes in the variable from before (pre) to after training (post) on the left side (A, C, E, G), and percentage changes from pre- to post-training, and the average (long line) and ± 1SD (short lines) on the right side (B, D, F, H). Effect size (g) for the difference between EC and CC groups is also shown.

6.5. Discussion

The present study tested the hypothesis that HIT eccentric cycling training (EC) would induce greater changes in muscle morphological (CSA, FL, PA) and functional parameters (MVC, PPO10s, SJ, CMJ), as well as aerobic parameters except for VO2peak (PPOinc, 6MW) when compared with HIT concentric cycling training (CC). The results showed that EC induced significant increases in CSA, PPOinc, 6MW, PPO10s, MVC and SJ, but significant increases after CC were limited to PPO10s, VO2peak, PPOinc and 6MW. The magnitude of changes in CSA,
PPO\textsubscript{10s}, CMJ and SJ was significantly greater after EC than CC. These partially supported the hypothesis, but EC did not affect FL and PA, and interestingly the magnitude of changes in aerobic parameters was similar between EC and CC.

The matching of the training intensity between groups by the rating of perceived effort was successful (Figure 28D). Across all sessions, target effort was achieved in both EC (97 ± 5%) and CC (98 ± 8%) (details are shown in Appendix B). The average power output during training increased from 392 ± 85 W to 530 ± 114 W for EC (35%), and from 175 ± 39 W to 208 ± 39 W for CC (19%). The 35% increase in the power output over EC training sessions was smaller than the magnitude of increase in power after continuous eccentric cycling training reported in previous studies showing 3-4 fold increase (22–24,26,51). It should be noted that these previous studies started with a low power output (~100W) to avoid muscle damage and soreness. However, in the present study, the participants were familiarised with eccentric cycling before the commencement of the training, thus started from higher power output to maximise exercise intensity from the beginning of the training. Although the training was programmed to begin at 45% of PPO\textsubscript{10s} and progress to 70% for the hardest session (Figure 28A), the progressive increase in training wattage ranged from 7 to 32% of PPO\textsubscript{10s} among participants in EC. These differences are reflected by the large individual difference in training heart rate in the EC group (Figure 28C). It should be noted that heart rate during EC was more than 160 bpm for participants, but less than 130 bpm for others. This difference seems to be due to variable ability to produce high eccentric force continuously during eccentric cycling. This individual difference might have contributed to the large variability in the changes in the outcome measures among participants (Figures 29-31). Although heart rate for each session was not significantly different between EC and CC (Figure 29C), the average heart rate across all sessions was significantly greater for CC (151 ± 8 bpm) than EC (138 ± 22 bpm). It appears that the cardiovascular load indicated by the heart rate was high enough to induce aerobic adaptations (355) for both CC and EC. It is possible that the differences in the power output and heart rate during the training sessions between EC and CC groups influenced the changes in outcome measures after training.

The greater increases in muscle CSA for EC than CC were expected since previous studies also found greater increases in lean leg mass after eccentric than concentric cycling training (49,50). It is possible that the greater power output during EC than CC (Figure 28B) contributed to the greater increases in quadriceps muscle CSA after EC. As shown in Figure 29B, large variability in the magnitude of CSA increase after EC was observed among participants. It should be noted that the four participants who showed larger increases in CSA
than others had greater power output in EC training. Leong et al. (26) reported that eccentric cycling in a recumbent position performed for 10 minutes continuously at 20 to 55% of peak power output achieved during a 6 s sprint, induced 13% increase in VL muscle thickness and 24% increase in rectus femoris muscle thickness. Other studies using continuous eccentric cycling in a recumbent position also showed increases in muscle fibre CSA of VL by 40 to 60% (22,23,51). The current study utilised upright seated eccentric cycling that requires greater use of the hip flexors. Unlike during eccentric recumbent cycling, participants were required to use core and upper body muscles to stabilise the body to remain seated, and generate force to push against the pedals. Even during recumbent eccentric cycling, 58% of power is produced at the knee joint, and the rest at the ankle and the hip joint (45). It is possible that other muscles involved in upright eccentric cycling also showed an increase in CSA, but in the present study, only the CSA for the quadriceps muscles was measured.

Franchi et al. (16) in their review article have stated that FL increases after eccentric training and PA increases after concentric training, but none of the included studies in the review utilised eccentric cycling. For example, Reeves et al. (218) reported 20% increase in FL after eccentric resistance training, and 35% increase in PA after concentric training, in which consisted of 14 weeks (three times per week) of isotonic knee extensions and leg press (2 x 10 repetitions) at 80% of eccentric 5 repetition maximum (RM) for the eccentric, and at 80% of concentric 5RM for concentric training. Franchi et al. (240,260) also showed that FL increased 5% or 12% after 4 weeks or 10 weeks of isotonic leg press training performed twice a week (4 x 8-10 repetitions per session) at 80% of eccentric 1RM, and PA increased 7% or 30% after 4 weeks or 10 weeks of the leg press training at 80% of concentric 1RM. In contrast, Leong et al. (26) reported that continuous eccentric cycling performed in a recumbent position for 5-10 min at 20 to 55% of peak power output during a 6-s concentric sprint performed twice per week for 8 weeks increased PA of the VL by 24%. Although no significant changes in FL and PA were observed after EC as a group, it is interesting that many participants in the EC group showed decreases in FL and increases in PA, and some participants in the CC group showed increases in FL and decreases in PA (Figure 29). It seems possible that effects of eccentric cycling on FL and PA were very different from those of resistance exercise training in which a heavier load and a smaller number of contractions are used. Indeed, Reeves et al. (218) and Franchi et al. (16) stated that greater external loads, especially during eccentric muscle actions were necessary to induce architectural changes. Additionally, the contraction velocity in the previous studies was approximately 30°/s, which is much slower than the velocity in the cycling (180°/s
at 60 rpm). This might contribute to the different adaptations in FL and PA between eccentric resistance exercise versus eccentric cycling training.

There was no significant difference in the magnitude of change in \( \text{PPO}_{\text{inc}} \), \( \text{VO}_{\text{2peak}} \) and 6MW after training between groups, and both groups showed significant increases in the variables (Figure 30). The \( \text{VO}_{\text{2peak}} \) after CC increased by \( 6.6 \pm 6.9 \% \), which seems to be smaller when compared with a previous study in which HIT concentric cycling was used, which showed \( 13 \pm 7\% \) increase in \( \text{VO}_{\text{2peak}} \) (356). It should be noted that in the study, HIT concentric cycling was performed on average for \( 81 \pm 79 \) s at \( 99 \pm 22 \) rpm with a work to rest ratio of \( 0.1 – 2 \). In the present study, the cadence was lower, and the rest to work ratio was 2-4. This might have attenuated the increase in \( \text{VO}_{\text{2peak}} \) after CC training. The magnitude of the increase in \( \text{VO}_{\text{2peak}} \) was not significantly different between EC and CC groups, although a couple of participants in the CC group showed large increases (Figure 30B). Previous studies in which continuous eccentric cycling training was performed for several weeks (23,357) showed little or no increases in \( \text{VO}_{\text{2peak}} \). Thus, it is likely that the high-intensity interval protocol implemented in the present study worked to increase \( \text{VO}_{\text{2peak}} \). As stated previously, the average heart rate across all sessions was greater during CC than EC, but when compared for each session there was no significant difference (Figure 28). Interestingly, some participants in the EC group had an average heart rate of over 150 during training, which showed 2.6% increase in \( \text{VO}_{\text{2peak}} \). Additionally, it has been reported that resistance training increases parameters associated with aerobic performance (358), and individuals with lower levels of aerobic capacity at baseline could specifically benefit from increases in lower limb strength and power production (359). It seems likely that the increases in \( \text{PPO}_{\text{inc}} \), \( \text{VO}_{\text{2peak}} \) and 6MW after the cycling training were at least partially due to the increases in muscle function (Figure 31).

Despite a significant increase in MVC from pre- to post-training for EC but not for CC (Figure 31C), there was no significant difference in the magnitude of the change between groups (Figure 31D). This was due to a large variability among participants for their responses to EC or CC training. In contrast to the previous studies reporting an increase in MVC of 13-60% after continuous eccentric cycling (22–24,27), HIT eccentric cycling in the present study increased MVC by \( 12.5 \pm 13.3\% \) (\(-1.4\) to \(34\%\)). As discussed previously for CSA, a difference in the power output in the EC training may be a factor for the variability. In the present study, it was shown that parameters associated with power production (\( \text{PPO}_{10s} \), CMJ, and SJ) showed greater increases after EC than CC. The increases in jump height confirm previous findings of 8% and 6.5% increase in CMJ height after 6 weeks of eccentric cycling training of basketball players and skiers, respectively (10,50). It may be that HIT eccentric cycling improved force.
transfer and usage of the stretch-shortening cycle during jumps, which may have contributed to the larger increase (27%) in PPO\textsubscript{10s} after EC when compared with CC (9%) (Figure 31B). It is important to note that PPO\textsubscript{10s} was measured in concentric cycling. The larger increase in PPO\textsubscript{10s} suggests that specificity of muscle contraction mode is secondary for improving muscle function. It may be that cyclists can benefit from including HIT eccentric cycling training in their training routine to improve their performance.

6.6 Conclusions

In summary, HIT eccentric cycling training performed twice a week for 8 weeks induced greater increases in quadriceps muscle CSA, PPO\textsubscript{10s}, CMJ and SJ when compared with HIT concentric cycling training, and the increases in aerobic performance were similar between the two training modalities. HIT eccentric cycling appears to be effective training for improving muscle strength and VO\textsubscript{2peak} simultaneously. Future studies should investigate the different effects between eccentric cycling and various other forms of eccentric exercise on strength and endurance parameters, as well as consider the potential effects of several individual differences.
CHAPTER SEVEN

INTEGRATED DISCUSSION AND

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION
7.1 Overview

The main purpose of this PhD thesis projects was to investigate whether the metabolic load during eccentric cycling would increase by application of high-intensity interval protocols and whether the high-intensity interval eccentric cycling could increase strength and endurance simultaneously. The present thesis included three studies by which acute and chronic effects of interval eccentric cycling were investigated. To the best of my knowledge, this research project was the first to investigate “high-intensity interval eccentric cycling.” In the three studies, incremental concentric and eccentric cycling test until exhaustion were compared for the relationship between power output and physiological parameters <Study1>; interval and continuous eccentric cycling protocols were compared for oxygen consumption, perceived exertion and enjoyment <Study 2>; and changes in aerobic performance, muscle morphology and function after 8-week interval eccentric versus concentric cycling training were investigated <Study 3>. The previous chapters showed the results of each study and discussed the results, so in this chapter, the more integrated discussion will be made on eccentric cycling prescription and its potential.

The peak power output in Study 1 was 53% greater during the incremental eccentric cycling test (449 ± 115 W) than the incremental concentric cycling test (294 ± 61 W). The power output during the eccentric interval protocols in Study 2 was up to 111% (387 ± 129 W) greater than that during the continuous protocol (183 ± 32 W). In Study 3, the highest power output of the eccentric cycling group (530 ± 114 W) was 365% greater than that of the concentric cycling group (114 ± 39 W). The greater power output during eccentric than concentric is likely due to the greater force production in eccentric than concentric contractions (4,6). When comparing the maximal force production at the angular velocity of 180°/s, which is seen in cycling, between eccentric and concentric contractions of the knee extensors, the eccentric force is approximately 1.5-fold of the concentric fore (4). Especially during eccentric cycling, peak power output during sprints can reach 1700 W (255). Thus, the range of possible power outputs is larger during eccentric than concentric cycling and can be achieved for the significantly smaller metabolic cost.

At the task failure, peak oxygen consumption in Study 1 was 43% lower during the eccentric than concentric cycling test. Although it was possible in Study 2 to increase the oxygen consumption of eccentric cycling with the usage of higher intensities, the relative oxygen consumption never surpassed 60% of VO₂peak. Despite such a medium oxygen consumption, participants performed the interval protocols up to an average of 387 ± 129 W (Table 1). Similarly, the participants in Study 3 progressed from an average of 392 ± 85 W to
530 ± 114 W as mentioned above. Using the interval format, it is possible to start eccentric cycling training at greater intensities and increase the training load to a higher level. Importantly, as shown in Study 2, there are many possible interval protocols which give a wide range of choices. Thus, high-intensity eccentric cycling can increase a variety of eccentric cycling training.

The application of one of such protocols in Study 3 showed that high-intensity interval eccentric cycling training could improve both muscle function and aerobic ability. In conjunction with the results on the maximal heart rate in Study 1, and the oxygen consumption during the interval protocols in Study 2, the interval design of Study 3 was determined. The interval duration was increased to 2 minutes and started with a 1-minute rest, as Study 2 showed that even when performed at up to 150% of PPOinc and a work to rest ratio of 1 to 1, 60% of VO2peak was not surpassed. To further increase the metabolic load, the sets were increased from 5 to 7 and the rest periods were decreased from 1 minute to 45 s, and then to 30 s over the period of the training intervention. In the present research project, no comparison between a high-intensity interval eccentric cycling and continuous eccentric cycling training effects was made. However, when comparing to the previous studies in which continuous eccentric cycling was used, some adaptations appears to be greater after the interval than continuous protocol. The 6% increase in CSA after the high-intensity interval eccentric training was smaller than the average increase (approximately 10%) reported in several studies in which continuous eccentric cycling training was performed (16,17,117). The increases in jump height of 4% for the CMJ and 7% for the SJ were similar to those of previous studies (10,50). The large increase in PPO10s (27%) found in Study 3 after eccentric cycling training was greater than expected. In comparison to the previous study showing 5-9% increase in peak power output achieved during a 6 concentric cycling sprint after continuous eccentric cycling (26), the magnitude of PPO10s increase after the eccentric cycling in Study 3 was greater. It is plausible to assume that high-intensity eccentric cycling can be more efficient as a training method when compared with continuous eccentric cycling.

In Study 1, maximal heart rate between the eccentric (175 ± 20 bpm) and concentric test (182 ± 13 bpm) was not significantly different, and in Study 3 there was no significant difference in the heart rate during training between the eccentric and concentric cycling group in each training session. It appears that despite a lower metabolic load during eccentric cycling, as shown by the 43% lower VO2peak during the eccentric test in Study 1, the 53% greater power output during the eccentric test and the 365% greater power output during Study 3 suggest that eccentric cycling increases cardiovascular function. Previously it was reported that continuous
eccentric cycling at 2.5 times greater power output than concentric cycling but the same oxygen consumption (341,345) resulted in significantly greater heart rate already 5 minutes into the exercise. Other aspects of the cardiovascular system, like blood pressure and stroke volume (309,345), have been shown to be greater during eccentric than concentric cycling, while the peripheral factors such as muscle oxygenation were the same between the two (345,360). If muscle oxygenation is not reduced, but the central function of the cardiovascular system is increased during continuous eccentric cycling, high-intensity interval eccentric cycling could attenuate such characteristics even more. Although the mechanisms underpinning the increase in aerobic performance after high-intensity interval eccentric cycling are not clear, it is possible that the increases in heart rate, blood pressure and stroke volume induced during high-intensity interval eccentric cycling contributed to the adaptations.

The greater increases in CSA, strength and muscle function after EC in Study 3, could have also contributed to the similar increases in aerobic parameters to CC. Improvements in knee extension strength (361,362), muscle mass (363), and strength (358,364) are all related to increases in aerobic performance. Sedentary and unfit individuals with a VO$_2$peak of under 40 ml kg$^{-1}$ min$^{-1}$ seem more sensitive to increases in VO$_2$peak after strength training than fitter individuals (359), while for athletes with a VO$_2$peak greater than 60 ml kg$^{-1}$ min$^{-1}$, performance measures and time trials are influenced more than VO$_2$peak (365,366). In Study 3, 7 out of 9 participants in the EC group had a VO$_2$peak of less than 42 ml kg$^{-1}$ min$^{-1}$ before training. As it was shown in Study 2 that relative oxygen consumption never surpassed 60% of VO$_2$peak, aerobic requirements during high-intensity interval eccentric cycling are still low to moderate. Although the training protocol in Study 3 was performed with longer intervals and greater work to rest ratio than those in Study 2, it can be assumed that the relative oxygen consumption did not reach high levels. It seems likely that increases in muscle strength and function were more relevant contributors to the increases in aerobic performance after the eccentric cycling training.

Individual differences and responses to the high-intensity interval eccentric cycling have to be considered. Although the results of Study 1 showed that eccentric peak power output was significantly correlated with concentric peak power output ($r=0.84$), there were several participants who either under- or overperformed on the eccentric test, resulting in a greater or smaller eccentric peak power than the correlation of concentric peak power would explain. Likewise, in Study 3 one individual began at 48% of PPO$_{10s}$ and peaked at 54%, while another one began at 36% and reached 68%. Indeed, the latter participant who progressed by 32%, increased CSA by 18%, VO$_2$peak by 3.3%, PPO$_{inc}$ by 7.3%, 6MW by 10.1%, PPO$_{10s}$ by 22%, MVC by 32.8%, CMJ by 4.9% and SJ by 8.1%. Another participant that progressed during
training by 20% increased CSA by 25.7%, PPO\textsubscript{inc} by 6.7%, 6MW by 2%, PPO\textsubscript{10s} by 43.3%, MVC by 5.3%, CMJ by 3.6% and SJ by 14.5%. In contrast, one participant increased only by 8% during training, who showed a decrease in MVC by -1.4%, but increased CSA by 2.2%, VO\textsubscript{2peak} by 5.6%, PPO\textsubscript{inc} by 12.6%, 6MW by 2%, PPO\textsubscript{10s} by 19.7%, CMJ by 3.4% and SJ by 1.9%. The individuals who were unaccustomed to eccentric cycling showed a large variance in the precision of reaching a target power output continuously. This “eccentric coordination” has been shown to improve significantly over time (50,67). It is possible that this unique ability is not only specific to producing high eccentric peak power output but also falls under the “eccentric skill”. As neural characteristics have been extensively shown to be different between concentric and eccentric muscle actions (115,116), it is possible to assume that the motor control during eccentric cycling can be better in some individuals. Recently, it has been shown that muscles contain a “memory” for certain genes that contribute to muscle hypertrophy, even over a short period of time like 22 weeks (367). Other types of memory could exist in muscle, connective, and neural tissues that could contribute to the eccentric skill.

7.2 Significance and practical implications

This project was able to extend the body of knowledge about eccentric training. It has provided insights into eccentric cycling until task failure, which is a popular method in concentric cycling but has not been previously used during eccentric cycling. The findings are significant for future research and application of eccentric cycling, as parameters for exercise prescription have been discussed. As such, despite its popularity, based on current knowledge it is not recommended to use heart rate to prescribe and monitor eccentric cycling training. In practice, prescription of training based on concentric peak power may be better. Furthermore, the metabolic increases highlighted for interval protocols may have contributed to the increases in outcome measures after the eccentric cycling training. The selected adaptations in muscle strength, and endurance after high-intensity eccentric cycling training showcased that such protocols were valid, and potentially a time-saving alternative to continuous eccentric cycling. Furthermore, as the relative metabolic load during interval protocols was still low to moderate, a wide range of population could benefit from HIT eccentric cycling training. For practical application, interval protocols should be considered for already familiarised individuals to increase the benefits of eccentric cycling training potentially. For the general populations, such protocols could be utilised in conjunction with continuous eccentric cycling to prevent boredom and provide a challenge. In athletic populations, especially in sports with low or now impact forces like cycling, rowing and swimming, it could be used as an alternative to strength training.
7.3 Future research directions

Further investigations about eccentric exercise are required. In the development of eccentric cycling tests, other protocols for establishing maximal performance during eccentric cycling should be considered. Especially new protocols specifically designed around the known characteristics of uninterrupted eccentric exercise should be examined. The association and correlation of eccentric peak power output and other parameters than those presented in Study 1 should be investigated further. Such parameters could be related to other types of strength measures at variable velocities to establish the association of eccentric peak power output with different parts of the force-velocity relationship. Furthermore, other parameters such as concentric sprint peak power, change of direction performance, reactive strength index or leg stiffness measured via hopping frequency could provide further insights. A special focus should be put on understanding the difference in the progressive increase of heart rate during incremental eccentric cycling protocols, and its relationship to other physiological parameters. The current data suggest that the known models for increases in physiological parameters like oxygen consumption, or heart rate during concentric cycling are not applicable to eccentric cycling. Furthermore, these relationships should be investigated for the difference between different populations (e.g. sedentary, clinical & athletic populations), as well as between different predispositions within each population (e.g. strength vs endurance athletes).

Similarly, other types of interval eccentric cycling protocols than the one presented in Study 2 should be investigated for cardiovascular, neural, mechanical and psycho-perceptual responses. Due to the current popularity and the time-saving aspects of high-intensity interval training, it is necessary to understand the details of various protocols applied to eccentric cycling. As stated previously, unique protocols of eccentric cycling should be designed based on the known characteristics of eccentric muscle actions and further investigated for acute and chronic effects. Based on the still-moderate metabolic load of the high-intensity interval protocols in Study 2, there seems to be untapped potential for greater adaptations for eccentric cycling. It is important to understand if such training intensities and protocols are beneficial to elderly, clinical and frail populations over low-intensity continuous eccentric cycling protocols. One important aspect of future research should be the investigation of similar characteristics and effects of eccentric cycling in male and female individuals. Due to the potential differences in muscle strength and muscle-tendon unit stiffness, it is possible that there are specific effects in female participants, which were not indicated in the present studies. As the continuous eccentric cycling protocols have already been shown to increase outcome measures with these populations greatly, high-intensity interval eccentric cycling may show much greater benefits.
or at least as a good alternative. Application of such protocols, resultant adaptations, as well as the feasibility, enjoyment and compliance with such training should be investigated in long-term intervention studies.

7.4 Conclusions

This project has provided further evidence that eccentric exercise and training are unique. Furthermore, the various forms of eccentric exercise and training, have different characteristics and could lead to unique adaptations. Although currently, these specific details about the various characteristics and effects are unknown, this project has shown how interval eccentric cycling is different from continuous eccentric cycling, and interval concentric cycling. Based on the present project, and the currently available knowledge about heart rate behaviour during eccentric cycling, prescribing eccentric cycling training based on heart rate is not recommended. The present research also showed that oxygen consumption increased through interval protocols in comparison to continuous protocols during eccentric cycling. The application of interval eccentric training over 8 weeks showed similar improvements in aerobic performance to interval concentric training while leading to greater adaptations of muscle cross-sectional area and parameters of physical performance. Thus, this project has identified acute characteristics and chronic effects of high-intensity interval eccentric cycling, as well as showcased its potential as a concurrent training method for strength and endurance. High-intensity interval eccentric could be the next exercise trend if the availability of eccentric cycling ergometers to the general population increases.
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### A - Characteristics of eccentric exercise, their categories, explanations and examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Intensity or load** | Very high: > 100% of 1RM | **Very high:**  
  - Any exercise that can be performed at a load above concentric 1RM  
  - Including all type of classic “overload” eccentric exercise  
    - e.g. squats, bench press, maximal isokinetic, isotonic and isoinertial exercises  
  - Usually prescribed for a certain amount of sets with as many repetitions as possible until failure |
|               | High: 67-99% of 1RM | **High:**  
  - Any exercise that can be performed at close to maximal concentric intensities  
  - Including all exercises from the maximal category  
  - Usually prescribed for a certain amount of sets and pre-determined % of 1RM, but also often until failure |
|               | Moderate: 34-66% of 1RM | **Moderate:**  
  - Either internally controlled and interrupted exercise  
    - e.g. squats, bench press, drops jumps, Nordic hamstring exercise, any isotonic or isoinertial exercise  
    - Prescribed at predetermined intensities, set and rep schemes, failure never reached  
  - Or externally controlled and uninterrupted exercise  
    - e.g. eccentric cycling, eccentric stepping, eccentric arm cranking, fast downhill running  
    - Prescribed at high power outputs or movement velocities, preferably designed in interval protocols  
  - Any exercise that is interrupted and internally controlled, rarely externally controlled |
<p>|               | Low: 0-33% of 1RM |  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control</th>
<th><strong>Low:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Internally controlled: The movement and velocity is controlled by the individual | • Mainly uninterrupted and externally controlled  
  o e.g. eccentric cycling, eccentric stepping, eccentric arm cranking, downhill walking  
• Usually prescribed in a continuous design (e.g. 20 min eccentric cycling)  
• Rarely interrupted and internally controlled  
  o e.g. isotonic knee extensions,  
• Prescribed with large volume of repetitions without concentric phase and failure  
  o e.g. 10x10 knee extensions, 100 drop jumps without concentric jump, 3x30 eccentric heel raises and concentric phase done by knee and hip extensors without involving agonist muscle |
| Externally controlled: The movement and velocity is controlled by external devices like dynamometers and ergometers | **Internally:** |
| | • Any gravity-based interrupted exercise  
  o e.g. squats, bench press, lunges, drop jumps  
• Uninterrupted exercises without use of external devices or devices with variable cadence  
  o e.g. downhill running, walking, downstairs walking, eccentric stepping and cycling in iso power mode with variable cadence, downhill walking and running on non-motorised treadmill  
• All isoinertial exercises performed controlled and at low to medium intensity  
  o e.g. Yo-Yo squats, lunges, rows |
| | **Externally:** |
| | • Any exercises controlled by an external device  
  o e.g. isokinetic knee extension and flexions, eccentric stepping and cycling in isokinetic mode with fixed cadence, downhill running and walking on motorised treadmill |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>Slow: 0 – 90 deg/s at main joint</th>
<th>Moderate: 91-180 deg/s at main joint</th>
<th>Fast: &gt;180 deg/s at main joint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Slow:** | All interrupted and externally controlled exercise with pre-set velocities  
  - e.g. isokinetic knee extensions and flexions, elbow extension and flexion  
  - All interrupted and internally controlled exercises with a practiced range of motion and standardised velocity via metronome  
  - All uninterrupted and externally controlled exercise with pre-set cadence  
  - e.g. eccentric cycling up to 30 rpm |
| **Moderate:** | All interrupted and externally controlled exercise with pre-set velocities  
  - e.g. isokinetic knee extensions and flexions, elbow extension and flexion  
  - All interrupted and internally controlled exercises with a practiced range of motion and standardised velocity via metronome  
  - All uninterrupted and externally controlled exercise with pre-set cadence  
  - e.g. eccentric cycling up to 31 to 60 rpm |
| **Fast:** | All interrupted and externally controlled exercise with pre-set velocities and participants that practiced fast velocities  
  - e.g. isokinetic knee extensions and flexions, elbow extension and flexion  
  - All interrupted and internally controlled exercises with a practiced range of motion and standardised velocity via metronome and participants that practiced fast velocities |
| Muscle length & range of motion | Long: Any interrupted exercise with restricted range of motion to almost full flexion of joints  
|                              | o.e.g. isotonic squats, bench, press, lunges performed all at only limited range of motion at the turnaround point of each movement  
|                              | • Uninterrupted exercise with restricted range of motion  
|                              | o.e.g. eccentric cycling closer to the pedals via lower seat or closer seat during recumbent eccentric stepping  
| Long: 67-100% of total joint range of motion | Medium: Interrupted exercise with restricted range of motion to exclude minimum and maximum;  
| Medium: 34-66% of total joint range of motion | o.e.g. isotonic squats, bench, press, lunges performed with partial range of motion as “constant tension training”  
| Short: < 33% of total joint range of motion | Short: Interrupted exercise with restricted range of motion to almost full extension of joints  
|                              | Uninterrupted exercise performed with bodyweight at high velocities  
|                              | o.e.g. steep downhill running, eccentric cycling with a specifically chosen seat height |
| Muscle mass & joints | Whole-body: 1 or more joints for upper & lower body | Whole-body:  Interrupted and internally controlled exercises  
|----------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
|                      | Multi-joint: 1 or more joints for upper or lower body | - e.g. isokinetic leg extension, isoinertial exercise with lower or upper body focus, isotonic squats, lunges, bench press  
|                      | Isolated: 1 joint                                | - Interrupted exercise   
|                      |                                                |   - e.g. downhill running and walking, downstairs walking, eccentric cycling and stepping at low intensities and in continuous design  
|                      |                                                | Isolated:  Interrupted exercise   
|                      |                                                |   - e.g. isokinetic knee extensions or flexions, isotonic knee extensions or flexions, elbow extensions or flexions, ankle dorsi- or plantarflexions  

- Uninterrupted exercise  
  - e.g. downhill running and walking, downstairs walking, eccentric cycling with high seat and eccentric stepping with far way seat  

- Uninterrupted and externally controlled exercises  
  - e.g. eccentric stepping and cycling at medium to high intensities as bracing of upper body is required,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedback</th>
<th>Live: Feedback provided directly during exercise without any delays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delayed: Feedback provided with a slower refresh rate or after completion of a set or repetition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>Graphic: Lines, bars, circles or dynamic graphics for live feedback during exercise. Maze like feedback to support coordination and precision of torque and power output during uninterrupted exercise (e.g. eccentric stepping and cycling) or interrupted exercise (e.g. isokinetic knee extensions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Numbers: Raw, smoothed or averaged feedback about target parameters during all modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>Refresh rate: How often the given feedback is refreshed, reported in Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continuity</th>
<th>Interrupted: If any other muscle modes of muscle contractions are performed by the agonist muscle between eccentric muscle actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continuous:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Live: Constant feedback during uninterrupted exercise
  - e.g. actual power output or torque feedback during eccentric cycling or stepping, velocity feedback during downhill running or walking
  - Constant feedback during interrupted exercise
  - e.g. smoothed power output or torque that gets refreshed every couple of seconds during eccentric stepping and cycling
- Delayed feedback during interrupted exercise
  - e.g. velocity for every repetition or average values after every set of interrupted exercises
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uninterrupted: If no other muscle modes of muscle contractions are performed by the agonist muscle between eccentric muscle actions AND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodyweight: If bodyweight is part of the load during exercise or not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact: If an impact is part of the load during exercise or not AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval design: Specific work and rest periods and ratios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous design: No rest periods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Downhill walking and running, downstairs walking, eccentric stepping and cycling, eccentric muscle actions via electrical stimulation against passive motion

**Bodyweight yes:**
- Uninterrupted exercises with whole-body or multi-joint involvement
  - e.g. eccentric cycling in a standing position to assist with bodyweight against the movement of the pedals
- Interrupted and internally controlled exercises with whole-body or multi-joint involvement
  - e.g. isotonic squats, bench press, lunges

**Bodyweight no:**
- Uninterrupted exercises
  - e.g. eccentric cycling and stepping, downhill walking and running could be performed with reduced bodyweight via an antigravity treadmill
- Interrupted exercises with single joint involvement
  - e.g. isokinetic or isotonic knee extensions and flexions, elbow extensions and flexions
B – Details of training during Study 3 - Including: Average power output (P_{EC} & P_{CC}), power output range (P_{EC} range & P_{CC} range), target power output (EC target & CC target), achieved % of target power output (% target P_{EC} & % target P_{CC}) heart rate (HR), average heart rate (HR_{EC} & HR_{CC}), heart rate range (HR_{EC} range & HR_{CC} range), average session rating of perceived effort (Eff_{EC} & Eff_{CC}), range of effort (Eff_{EC} range & Eff_{CC} range), target effort (Eff target), and achieved % of target effort (% target Eff_{EC} & % target Eff_{CC}) for each session between the eccentric (EC) and concentric (CC) cycling training groups.

<p>| Training sessions | 1 | 2       | 3 | 4       | 5       | 6       | 7       | 8       | 9       | 10      | 11      | 12      | 13      | 14      | 15      | 16       |
|-------------------|---|---------|---|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
| <strong>Parameters</strong>    |   |         |   |         |         |         |         |         |         |         |         |         |         |         |         |
| P_{EC} (W)        | 392 ± 85 | 390 ± 87 | 423 ± 107 | 454 ± 107 | 467 ± 103 | 454 ± 121 | 494 ± 122 | 486 ± 117 | 508 ± 116 | 493 ± 107 | 488 ± 107 | 502 ± 107 | 500 ± 113 | 530 ± 114 | 483 ± 99 | 475 ± 94 |
| P_{CC} (W)        | 85 ± 38  | 87 ± 39  | 107 ± 41  | 107 ± 39  | 103 ± 40  | 121 ± 40  | 122 ± 40  | 117 ± 43  | 116 ± 41  | 107 ± 38  | 107 ± 35  | 107 ± 33  | 113 ± 34  | 114 ± 39  | 99 ± 36  | 94 ± 36  |
| % target P_{EC}   | 103% | 102% | 99% | 97% | 100% | 97% | 96% | 95% | 92% | 89% | 88% | 91% | 90% | 89% | 95% | 94% |
| CC target (W)     | 233 ± 38 | 233 ± 37 | 233 ± 41 | 233 ± 39 | 233 ± 40 | 257 ± 38 | 257 ± 38 | 257 ± 38 | 257 ± 35 | 257 ± 34 | 257 ± 34 | 280 ± 39 | 257 ± 36 | 233 ± 36 | 233 ± 36 |
| % target P_{CC}   | 76% | 77% | 77% | 75% | 77% | 77% | 70% | 71% | 73% | 68% | 71% | 72% | 74% | 75% | 69% | 74% |
| HR_{EC} (bpm)     | 131 ± 22 | 130 ± 23 | 135 ± 26 | 133 ± 22 | 136 ± 24 | 135 ± 26 | 139 ± 27 | 135 ± 27 | 129 ± 24 | 130 ± 23 | 137 ± 26 | 139 ± 26 | 141 ± 28 | 130 ± 24 | 128 ± 25 |
| HR_{EC} range (bpm) | 95 - 159 | 95 - 162 | 98 - 168 | 98 - 166 | 97 - 165 | 97 - 170 | 96 - 167 | 96 - 166 | 94 - 164 | 93 - 170 | 91 - 175 | 89 - 174 | 89 - 163 | 95 - 162 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR_{CC} (bpm)</th>
<th>152 ± 10</th>
<th>150 ± 10</th>
<th>150 ± 10</th>
<th>147 ± 5</th>
<th>151 ± 5</th>
<th>152 ± 9</th>
<th>155 ± 5</th>
<th>151 ± 9</th>
<th>149 ± 11</th>
<th>146 ± 7</th>
<th>153 ± 5</th>
<th>157 ± 5</th>
<th>158 ± 5</th>
<th>152 ± 7</th>
<th>149 ± 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HR_{CC} range (bpm)</td>
<td>140 - 172</td>
<td>136 - 160</td>
<td>139 - 155</td>
<td>144 - 157</td>
<td>146 - 157</td>
<td>147 - 165</td>
<td>141 - 163</td>
<td>137 - 168</td>
<td>140 - 162</td>
<td>137 - 163</td>
<td>149 - 163</td>
<td>150 - 165</td>
<td>147 - 159</td>
<td>150 - 165</td>
<td>147 - 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eff_{EC}</td>
<td>7.1 ± 0.5</td>
<td>7.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>7.5 ± 0.9</td>
<td>7.6 ± 0.7</td>
<td>7.8 ± 0.8</td>
<td>7.2 ± 0.7</td>
<td>7.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>7.8 ± 0.5</td>
<td>8.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>6.3 ± 0.4</td>
<td>6.6 ± 0.9</td>
<td>7.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>8.3 ± 0.6</td>
<td>6.5 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eff_{EC} range</td>
<td>6 - 8</td>
<td>7 - 8</td>
<td>6 - 8.5</td>
<td>6 - 8.5</td>
<td>6 - 8</td>
<td>7.5 - 8.5</td>
<td>7 - 9</td>
<td>6 - 7</td>
<td>6 - 9</td>
<td>7 - 8</td>
<td>7 - 9</td>
<td>7.5 - 9</td>
<td>5 - 7</td>
<td>4 - 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eff_{CC}</td>
<td>7.6 ± 1</td>
<td>7.4 ± 0.8</td>
<td>7.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>7.8 ± 0.6</td>
<td>7.4 ± 0.4</td>
<td>7.4 ± 0.7</td>
<td>8.1 ± 0.7</td>
<td>8 ± 0.6</td>
<td>6.3 ± 0.7</td>
<td>7 ± 0.7</td>
<td>8.3 ± 0.4</td>
<td>8.1 ± 1.2</td>
<td>8.8 ± 1.2</td>
<td>6.8 ± 0.5</td>
<td>6.2 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eff_{CC} range</td>
<td>7 - 10</td>
<td>6 - 8.5</td>
<td>7 - 8</td>
<td>7 - 9</td>
<td>7 - 8</td>
<td>6.5 - 8</td>
<td>7 - 8.5</td>
<td>7 - 9</td>
<td>5 - 7.5</td>
<td>6 - 8</td>
<td>8 - 9</td>
<td>6 - 10</td>
<td>7 - 11</td>
<td>5.5 - 7.5</td>
<td>6 - 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eff target</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% target Eff_{EC}</td>
<td>102%</td>
<td>105%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>104%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>106%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% target Eff_{CC}</td>
<td>110%</td>
<td>106%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>102%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>106%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>105%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH

Acute and chronic physiological effects of interval eccentric cycling
Study 1: Differences in the physiological demands of interval eccentric cycling in comparison to continuous eccentric cycling

I, _______________________________________________ hereby agree to volunteer in a scientific investigation performed at Edith Cowan University.

The investigation and my part in the investigation have been outlined and explained to me in detail and I understand the explanation. I received a copy of the procedures and a description of any risks and discomforts has been provided to me and discussed in detail with me.

I, as a volunteer in this study,

• Have read and understood the information sheet about this research project and the testing protocols have been explained to me.
• Have been given an opportunity to ask any questions and all such questions and inquiries have been answered to my satisfaction.
• Understand that I am free to ask any questions and that they will be answered to my satisfaction at any time.
• Understand that as part of the testing I will be required to undergo maximal voluntary contractions, have my skin prepared for measurement of muscle activity, have my heart rate recorded, have gas exchange and local blood flow measured, have my movement recorded on video, as well as perform eccentric cycling exercises.
• Understand that the maximal strength measurement and eccentric cycling exercises may lead to muscle soreness if I am unaccustomed to the technique and exercise type.
• Understand that I am free to withdraw my consent and to discontinue participation in the project or activity at any time and without any reason or explanation required from me.
• Understand that my data will remain confidential with regard to my identity.
• Certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief, I have no physical condition that would increase the risk to me participating in this investigation.
• Agree that the research data obtained from this study may be published, provided I am not identifiable in any way.
Participant ________________________________ Date

I, the investigator, was present when the study was explained to the participant in detail and to the best of my knowledge and belief it was understood.

Investigator ________________________________ Date

Marcin Lipski, M.Sc. (Ph.D. Candidate)
Faculty of Health, Engineering and Science
School of Exercise and Health Sciences
Edith Cowan University
100 Joondalup Drive WA 6027
Office phone: (08) 6304 3780
Email: m.lipski@ecu.edu.au

E-Mail: healthengineeringandscience@ecu.edu.au Web: http://www.ecu.edu.au/schools/exercise-and-health-science
D – Medical questionnaire for Study 1 & 2

PRE-EXERCISE MEDICAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Acute and chronic physiological effects of interval eccentric cycling
Study 1: Differences in the physiological demands of interval eccentric cycling in comparison to continuous eccentric cycling

The following questionnaire establishes your medical history, and identifies any injury and/or illness that may influence your testing and performance. Please answer all questions as accurately as possible, and if you are unsure about anything please ask for clarification. All information provided is strictly confidential.

Personal Details
Participants ID: ____________________________________________
Age: _____ years
Weight: _____ kg
Height: _____ cm

Medical Information
Briefly describe the type and amount of exercise you have done in the past 6 months:
Type:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Amount:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Please tick yes or no and explain further details where necessary:

**Part A**

Have you ever been diagnosed with or did you ever had:

**Being overweight (BMI >30 kg/m²)?**

- YES
- NO

Details: __________________________________________________

**High blood pressure (>140/90 mmHg)?**

- YES
- NO

Details: __________________________________________________

**High cholesterol (>5.2 mm/L or >200 mg/dL)?**

- YES
- NO

Details: __________________________________________________

**Diabetes?**

- YES
- NO

Details: __________________________________________________

**Heart abnormalities?**

- YES
- NO

Details: __________________________________________________

**Asthma?**

- YES
- NO

Details: __________________________________________________

**Asthma attack during exercise?**

- YES
- NO

Details: __________________________________________________

**Epilepsy?**

- YES
- NO

Details: __________________________________________________

**An epileptic seizure?**

- YES
- NO

Details: __________________________________________________

**Rheumatic fever?**

- YES
- NO

Details: __________________________________________________

**Infectious disease?**

- YES
- NO

Details: __________________________________________________

Details: __________________________________________________

**Moderate or severe allergies?**

- YES
- NO
Recurring back pain? YES NO

Any neurological disorders? YES NO

Recurring muscle or joint injuries? YES NO

Burning or cramping sensation in your limbs? YES NO

Chest discomfort, unreasonable breathlessness, dizziness, fainting or blackouts? YES NO

Part B

Do you smoke? YES NO

Have you smoked in the past? YES NO

Do you drink alcohol? YES NO

Are you currently taking any prescribed or non-prescribed medications? YES NO

Did you ever feel dizzy or disoriented during or after exercise? YES NO

Part C

Did you have the flu in the last week? YES NO

Do you currently have an injury or any discomfort that might affected by the exercise? YES NO
Part D

Have you ever been told by a medical practitioner, or do you think it is likely, that you have a blood clotting disorder?

YES  NO

Details: __________________________________________________

Are you currently taking any supplements (e.g. aspirin, fish oil) or blood thinning drugs that might affect blood clotting?

YES  NO

Details: __________________________________________________

Have you ever had a complication (including fainting or dizziness, uncontrolled bleeding or post-procedure bruising) from a medical blood test?

YES  NO

Details: __________________________________________________

Is there any other condition not previously mentioned that may affect your ability to participate in this study?

YES  NO

Details: __________________________________________________

Declaration
(to be signed in the presence of the researcher)

I, the participant, acknowledge that the information provided in this form, is to the best of my knowledge, a true and accurate indication of my current state of health.

Participant __________________________ Date ______________________

I, the investigator, was present when the participant completed this questionnaire and provided my best help and knowledge, and belief that the participant completed it truthfully.
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH

Acute and chronic physiological effects of interval eccentric cycling

Study 3: The long-term effects of interval eccentric cycling in comparison to continuous eccentric cycling on changes in proteins for endurance and strength adaptations, as well as on cardiovascular, metabolic, performance, muscle structure and everyday life parameters

I, _______________________________________________ hereby agree to volunteer in a scientific investigation performed at Edith Cowan University.

The investigation and my part in the investigation have been outlined and explained to me in detail and I understand the explanation. I received a copy of the procedures and a description of any risks and discomforts has been provided to me and discussed in detail with me.

I, as a volunteer in this study,

- Have read and understood the information sheet about this research project and the testing protocols have been explained to me.

- Have been given an opportunity to ask any questions and all such questions and inquiries have been answered to my satisfaction.

- Understand that I am free to ask any questions and that they will be answered to my satisfaction at any time.

- Understand that as part of the testing I will be required to undergo
  - Measurement of body composition and bone mass density using dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA)
  - Non-invasive measurement of arterial stiffness
  - Maximal voluntary contractions
  - Jump height measurements
  - Measurements simulating everyday life activities
o Incremental cycling performance with measurements of my heart rate and gas exchange

o Perform eccentric cycling exercise for 8 weeks

o Measurement of muscle cross sectional area using ultrasonography

o A total of 3 venous blood samples

o A total 3 muscle biopsies, 2 of that during the first training session

- Understand that the maximal strength, jump height, incremental cycling performance measurement and eccentric cycling training may lead to muscle soreness and discomfort if I am unaccustomed to the technique and exercise type.

- Understand that during and after the venous blood and muscle biopsy samples I may encounter extensive bleeding, bruises (hematoma), soreness, pain, discomfort and tissue damage.

- Understand that I am free to withdraw my consent and to discontinue participation in the project or activity at any time and without any reason or explanation required from me.

- Understand that my data will remain confidential with regard to my identity.

- Certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief, I have no physical condition that would increase the risk to me participating in this investigation.

- Agree that the research data obtained from this study may be published, provided I am not identifiable in any way.

Participant ________________________________ Date __________________________

I, the investigator, was present when the study was explained to the participant in detail and to the best of my knowledge and belief it was understood.

Investigator ______________________________ Date __________________________

Marcin Lipski, M.Sc. (Ph.D. Candidate)
School of Medical and Health Sciences
Edith Cowan University
100 Joondalup Drive WA 6027
Office phone: (08) 6304 3780
Email: m.lipski@ecu.edu.au
PRE-EXERCISE MEDICAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Acute and chronic physiological effects of interval eccentric cycling

Study 3: The long-term effects of interval eccentric cycling in comparison to continuous eccentric cycling on changes in proteins for endurance and strength adaptations, as well as on cardiovascular, metabolic, performance, muscle structure and everyday life parameters

The following questionnaire establishes your medical history, and identifies any injury and/or illness that may influence your testing and performance.

Please answer all questions as accurately as possible, and if you are unsure about anything please ask for clarification. All information provided is strictly confidential.

Personal Details
Participants ID: ____________________________________________________________
Age: ______years
Weight: ______kg
Height: ______cm

Medical Information
Briefly describe the type and amount of exercise you have done in the past 6 months:
Type:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Amount:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Please tick yes or no and explain further details where necessary:

**Part A**

Have you ever been diagnosed with or did you ever had:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Being overweight (BMI &gt;30 kg/m²)?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High blood pressure (&gt;140/90 mmHg)?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High cholesterol (&gt;5.2 mm/L or &gt;200 mg/dL)?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart abnormalities?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma attack during exercise?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epilepsy?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An epileptic seizure?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatic fever?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious disease?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moderate or severe allergies?  
YES  NO

Details: _____________________________________________

Recurring back pain?  
YES  NO

Details: _____________________________________________

Any neurological disorders?  
YES  NO

Details: _____________________________________________

Recurring muscle or joint injuries?  
YES  NO

Details: _____________________________________________

Burning or cramping sensation in your limbs?  
YES  NO

Details: _____________________________________________

Chest discomfort, unreasonable breathlessness, dizziness, fainting or blackouts?  
YES  NO

Details: _____________________________________________

**Part B**

Do you smoke?  
YES  NO

Details: _____________________________________________

Have you smoked in the past?  
YES  NO

Details: _____________________________________________

Do you drink alcohol?  
YES  NO

Details: _____________________________________________

Are you currently taking any prescribed or non-prescribed medications?  
YES  NO

Details: _____________________________________________

Did you ever feel dizzy or disoriented during or after exercise?  
YES  NO

Details: _____________________________________________

**Part C**

Did you have the flu in the last week?  
YES  NO

Details: _____________________________________________
Do you currently have an injury or any discomfort that might affect the exercise?  
YES  NO
Details: ________________________________________________

Part D

Have you ever been told by a medical practitioner, or do you think it is likely, that you have a blood clotting disorder?  
YES  NO
Details: ________________________________________________

Are you currently taking any supplements (e.g. aspirin, fish oil) or blood thinning drugs that might affect blood clotting?  
YES  NO
Details: ________________________________________________

Is there any other condition not previously mentioned that may affect your ability to participate in this study?  
YES  NO
Details:
_________________________________________________________

Emergency contact information:

Name:________________________________________________________

Contact number:______________________________________________

Declaration

(to be signed in the presence of the researcher)
I, the participant, acknowledge that the information provided in this form, is to the best of my knowledge, a true and accurate indication of my current state of health.

Participant __________________________________ Date ________________

I, the investigator, was present when the participant completed this questionnaire and provided my best help and knowledge, and belief that the participant completed it truthfully.

Investigator __________________________________ Date ________________
Eccentric versus Concentric Incremental Maximal Cycling Test
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Metabolic Demand of Interval versus Continuous Eccentric Cycling Exercise
Marcin Lipski, Chris Abbiss, Ken Nosaka
Centre for Exercise and Sport Science Research, Edith Cowan University

What is Eccentric Cycling?  Pedal movement  Force direction

Characteristics during continuous cycling at the same power output
(Dufour et al., 2007 AJP RIC; Penailillo et al., 2013 MSSE)
- Oxygen consumption (VO₂), Rate of perceived exertion (RPE)
  Eccentric cycling < Concentric (conventional) cycling

Adaptations after cycling training
(LaStayo et al., 2000 AJP RIC; Leong et al., 2014 IJSM)
- Power output, Strength, Muscle mass, Functional physical fitness
  Eccentric cycling training > Concentric cycling training
- Maximal oxygen consumption (VO₂max)
  Eccentric cycling training < Concentric cycling training

Research question: Can interval eccentric cycling increase VO₂ and RPE?

Hypothesis: VO₂ and RPE are greater in interval than continuous eccentric cycling

Methods
Participants: n=9 males n=2 females (34 ± 9 years, 45 ± 6 ml/kg/min VO₂max)

Randomised and same Workload
1-2 days rest Randomised and same Workload
2-14 days rest

Results

Discussion & Conclusion
- No difference in VO₂ and RPE between continuous and interval eccentric cycling when workload was matched, but VO₂ and RPE were greater in high intensity (150%) protocol
⇒ Interval eccentric cycling does not increase exercise intensity compared with continuous one
⇒ Supramaximal intensity interval eccentric cycling is an option to increase metabolic demand
I– Copy of presentation from Chapter 6 (Study 3; slide 1)

HIGH-INTENSITY INTERVAL ECCENTRIC CYCLING TRAINING IMPROVES MUSCLE FUNCTION AND AEROBIC CAPACITY
M. Lipski, C. Abbiss, K. Nosaka (Edith Cowan University, Australia)

Eccentric training (e.g., eccentric cycling, descending stair walking):

Muscle strength, physical function, muscle mass
Metabolic parameters (e.g., insulin sensitivity, blood lipid profiles)

(Lastayo et al., 1999; 2000; 2001; 2011; Marcus et al., 2002; 2008; Dibble et al., 2006; Paschalis et al., 2011; Leong et al., 2013; Eidsheim et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017a; 2017b)

No previous study has used high-intensity interval eccentric cycling training (HIT-EC)

PURPOSE: To compare the 8-week training effects between HIT-EC and high-intensity interval concentric cycling training (HIT-CC)
Cardio-pulmonary responses to incremental eccentric and concentric cycling tests to task failure
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Abstract

Purpose: This study compared cardio-pulmonary responses between incremental concentric and eccentric cycling tests, and examined factors affecting the maximal eccentric cycling capacity.

Methods: On separate days, nine men and two women (32.6 ± 9.4 years) performed an upright seated concentric (CON) and an eccentric (ECC) cycling test, which started at 75 W and increased 25 W min⁻¹ until task failure. Gas exchange, heart rate (HR) and power output were continuously recorded during the tests. Participants also performed maximal voluntary contractions of the quadriceps (MVC), squat and countermovement jumps.

Results: Peak power output was 53% greater (P < 0.001, g = 1.77) for ECC (449 ± 115 W) than CON (294 ± 61 W), but peak oxygen consumption was 43% lower (P < 0.001, g = 2.18) for ECC (30.6 ± 5.6 ml kg⁻¹ min⁻¹) than CON (43.9 ± 6.9 ml kg⁻¹ min⁻¹). Maximal HR was not different between ECC (175 ± 20 bpm) and CON (182 ± 13 bpm), but the increase in HR relative to oxygen consumption was 33% greater (P = 0.01) during ECC than CON. Moderate to strong correlations (P < 0.05) were observed between ECC peak power output and CON peak power (r = 0.84), peak oxygen consumption (r = 0.54) and MVC (r = 0.53), while no significant relationships were observed between ECC peak power output and squat as well as countermovement jump heights.

Conclusion: Unexpectedly, maximal HR was similar between CON and ECC. Although ECC power output can be predicted from CON peak power output, an incremental eccentric cycling test performed after 3–6 familiarisation sessions may be useful in programming ECC training with healthy and accustomed individuals.

Keywords: Lengthening contraction • Oxygen consumption • Heart rate • Peak power output • Maximal voluntary contraction • Graded exercise test

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BF</td>
<td>Breathing frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMJ</td>
<td>Countermovement jump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>Incremental concentric cycling test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC</td>
<td>Incremental eccentric cycling test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>Heugés' g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Heart rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVC</td>
<td>Maximal voluntary isometric contraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPE</td>
<td>Rating of perceived exertion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SJ  Squat jump
VO₂  Oxygen consumption
VO₂peak  Peak oxygen consumption
V₅̇  Minute ventilation
V₅  Tidal volume
VO₂  Oxygen consumption

Introduction

Eccentric cycling was first introduced in a scientific journal in 1952 and repetitively confirmed that the metabolic load is lower during eccentric than concentric cycling at the same power output (Abbott et al. 1952; Dufo et al. 2004; Peñafiello et al. 2013). Several studies have since shown the potent effects of eccentric cycling training on muscle function and strength (Lafay et al. 1999; LaRivière et al. 2000; Leong et al. 2013). With several review papers...
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Abstract

Objectives: To compare oxygen consumption (VO₂) and perceptual responses between continuous and interval eccentric cycling protocols in order to test the hypothesis that metabolic demand and enjoyment would be greater for interval than continuous eccentric cycling protocols. Methods: Eleven recreationally active men (n=9) and women (32.6 ± 9.4 y) performed a concentric cycling test to determine peak power output (PPO) followed by five eccentric cycling protocols on separate occasions; continuous eccentric cycling at 60% of PPO for 20 min at 60 rpm (CONT₂₀@60%) and 13.2 min at 90 rpm (CONT₁₃@60%), 4 x 4 min at 75% of PPO with 2 min rest (INT₄×₄@75%), 12 x 1 min at 100% of PPO with 1 min rest (INT₁₁₂@100%) and 10 x 1 min at 150% of PPO with 1 min rest (INT₁₀@150%). Gas exchange and power output were recorded continuously, and rate of perceived exertion (RPE) and enjoyment were assessed after each exercise. Results: Total VO₂ including the rest periods was the greatest (p<0.0001) during INT₁₀@150% (382 ± 73 ml·kg⁻¹) and lowest (p<0.0001) during CONT₁₃@60% (146 ± 27 ml·kg⁻¹). Total VO₂ during INT₁₁₂@100% (312 ± 59 ml·kg⁻¹) was greater (p<0.0001) than CONT₂₀@60% (246 ± 63 ml·kg⁻¹) and INT₄×₄@75% (257 ± 42 ml·kg⁻¹). RPE was greater (p<0.0001) after INT₁₀@150% (17 ± 2) than other conditions, but perceived enjoyment was not significantly different between protocols. Conclusions: Greater metabolic cost in the interval than continuous eccentric cycling suggests that interval eccentric cycling is an effective training modality to simultaneously improve leg strength and cardio-pulmonary fitness.

Key words: gas exchange; VO₂; rate of perceived exertion; power output; continuous cycling; lengthening contractions
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All in One Exercise